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ABSTRACT
A Morphological Study of
a Series of Multiarmed Star Block Copolymers
of Polyisoprene and Polystyrene
(May 1985)
DAVID BRIAN ALWARD
B.S., Cornell University
M.S., University of Massachusetts
Ph.D., University of Massachusetts
Directed by: Professor Edwin L. Thomas
The goal of this research was an elucidation of the influence of
molecular topology on the development of equilibrium phase separated
morphologies in multi-armed star block copolymer systems. Small angle
x-ray scattering and electron microscopy were the principal techniques
used to directly and indirectly probe the morphologies. These studies
were augmented by transport measurements and dynamic mechanical ther-
mal analysis.
The samples studied were of constant composition with 30 weight
percent polystyrene at the free end of the arm and 70 weight percent
polyisoprene at the center. The star molecules examined had 2, 4, 8,
12, or 18 arms, and total arm molecular weights of 2.3, 3.3 and 10
x
Transport measurements were used to investigate the high
transport phase (polyisoprene) connectivity. Dynamic mechanical
ther-
vi
mal analysis was used to study the high modulus phase (polystyrene)
connectivity. Small angle x-ray scattering gave information on the
long range lattice order in the samples, and electron microscopy on
thick (~2000A) and thin (~500A) sections provided information on the
long range lattice order and the detailed structural units of these
1 attices.
A structural transition, at constant composition, from cylinders
of minority component (polystyrene) in a matrix of the majority com-
ponent to a diamond network morphology was observed. This newly
discovered morphology formed preferentially at higher arm numbers and
higher molecular weights. The diamond network structure is an ordered
bicontinuous morphology, consisting of tetrahedral ly coordinated rods
of polystyrene placed on the sites of an FCC lattice in a polyisoprene
matrix.
vi i
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Opening Remarks
Synthetic polymers are rapidly infiltrating areas of usage for-
merly thought only applicable to natural materials; e.g. the use of
synthetic polymers has enabled the replacement of metallic components
in items ranging from furniture to spacecraft. Depending on their
composition and structure, polymers can offer advantages over metals
and other natural materials in terms of cost, ease of processing, and
specific strength for use as structural members, adhesives, sealants
and coatings. The vast and ongoing scientific research effort to
study and improve polymer properties through the use of phase
separation, crystallization, crossl inking, compounding and chemical
structure is evidence that there yet remains enormous potential for
increased utility of synthetic polymers.
An important class of synthetic materials designed for low tem-
perature room temperature), low stress applications is the class of
thermoplastic elastomers. Most of these materials consist of three
chemically distinct blocks, generally two low molecular weight
polystyrene end-blocks and a moderate molecular weight rubbery
mid-block. The mid-block is most often polybutadiene or polyisoprene,
but ethylene butylene copolymers and hydrogenated polydienes have also
been used to improve oxidative stability [1].
1
2Because of repulsive interactions between the chemically distinct
monomer units at room temperature, these materials undergo phase
separation. Unlike blends of the same components, where domain size
depends on mixing and thermal history and is usually at least micron
size, the scale of the phase separation in block copolymers is limited
to the order of the radius of gyration of the individual blocks.
Phase separation in block copolymers results in better reinforcement
because of smaller and more uniform and reproducible phase separation.
The polystyrene domains thus formed will act as physical crosslinks
for the rubber chains, resulting in materials able to undergo larger
recoverable elastic deformations. The advantage of these materials
over vulcanized (chemically crossl inked) natural rubbers is the rever-
sibility of the crosslinking reaction; application of heat or addition
of solvent will cause reversion to a one phase system which can then
be processed into its final form by molding or casting.
Because of their commercial utility, the nature of the phase
separation and development of structure in these materials has been
the subject of intense research since the early 1960's. A clear pic-
ture of the morphology of diblock and triblock copolymers as a func-
tion of composition and processing conditions emerged within approxi-
mately 10 years of their discovery.
The realm of block copolymers, however, extends far beyond
diblocks and triblocks. Three-armed and four-armed star block copoly-
mers have been synthesized [2,3,4] and the morphology of the four-
armed star documented [5,6]. The solid state behavior of the four-
3armed star was no different than for triblock copolymers ("two-armed
stars") of the same composition. The identical morphology formed, and
the spacing between domains was the same as observed in triblock
copolymers. Mechanical testing gave evidence [7] for the relative
sluggishness of the phase separation process in four-armed stars. In
fact, the topic of reptation in homopolymer star molecules is being
studied extensively (e.g. [8]) and those results are certainly appli-
cable to the problem of phase separation kinetics in star block
copolymers
.
Synthesis of multi-armed star block copolymers with up to approxi-
mately 29 arms was performed some years later through the use of
highly functional linking agents. The emphasis of these works was on
synthesis, dilute solution analysis, rheological behavior and mechani-
cal properties. Until the present, there was not a corresponding
effort to characterize the solid state morphology of these star block
copolymers. Major unanswered questions are:
• Will the special molecular architecture of the star molecules
perturb the formation of the normal equilibrium domain struc-
tures found in di- and triblocks?
• How do the domain spacings change as more arms are added?
• Will the molecular weight dependence of domain spacing be as
predicted for triblocks?
• Is the domain morphology invariant to the chemical nature of
the inner and outer blocks?
• Are any morphological changes of significant magnitude to
4alter mechanical behavior?
1.2 Organization of the Dissertation
This dissertation is a systematic electron microscopy and small
angle x-ray scattering study of the morphology of a series of multi-
armed star block copolymers of polyisoprene and polystyrene. To pro-
vide a proper framework in which the results of this investigation can
be considered, the first half of Chapter II reviews the synthesis and
morphology of diblock and triblock copolymers. The second half of
Chapter II contains a survey of star polymer synthesis and star block
copolymer morphology. Chapter III describes the equipment and experi-
mental procedures used in this work. In Chapter IV the morphologies
of these samples are surveyed and compared using electron microscopy.
Corresponding studies using the small angle x-ray scattering technique
are discussed in Chapter V. In Chapter VI dynamical mechanical ther-
mal analysis and transport measurements are used to further probe the
morphologies, in particular the question of phase continuity. Chapter
VII contains the results of an in depth electron microscopic study in
which a series of controlled tilting experiments are performed on the
novel morphology, and in Chapter VIII the main conclusions of the work
are summarized and suggestions for further study proposed. Appendix A
contains extensive data sets of SAXS curves and Appendix B contains
DMTA curves. Appendix C contains a guide to the use of the current
version of the UMass Kratky SAXS camera. This contains a description
of the apparatus, guidelines to obtain high quality data (including
5use of the data analysis programs), an outline of the mechanics of
data acquisition, and a small review of the camera alignment
techniques
.
CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF SYNTHESIS AND DEVELOPMENT OF ORDER IN BLOCK COPOLYMERS
This chapter is divided into two main parts. The first section
gives a brief overview of the discovery and application of anionic
synthesis as it applies to block copolymers. In addition, a
discussion of the development of order in block copolymers is pre-
sented, with special emphasis on the most controversial topics. The
second section covers both anionic synthesis and ordered microdomain
morphology specifically of star block copolymers.
2 . 1 Li near Block Copolymers
2.1.1 Synthesis of block copolymers
A thorough understanding of a materials' behavior by necessity
requires a knowledge of the entire history of that material. In this
vein, a brief description of anionic syntheses, as well as several
excellent references to this topic will be discussed below.
The event which led to the possibility of well controlled block
copolymer synthesis was the discovery by Swarcz et al . [9] in 1956
of the technique of anionic synthesis. Swarcz utilized the reaction
of naphthalene with sodium to produce an electron transfer complex, in
which a single electron is donated to the electrophil ic naphthalene
molecule by the sodium atom. The charged naphthalene species is sub-
sequently able to transfer its extra electron to a styrene
monomer,
resulting in a neutral naphthalene molecule and a charged
styrene
6
7molecule containing a free radical. Dimerization of two active
styrene species yields a living, doubly negatively charged styrene
dirner able to propagate from both ends. Swarcz et al . were able to
prove the existence of the living ends, and subsequently synthesized
styrene-i soprene block copolymers by addition of styrene monomer after
a living isoprene block had been produced. Their blocky nature was
proven by the solubility behavior in solvents of varying solubility
parameter.
The advantage of the anionic technique over others (e.g.
cationic, radical) is the production of a linear, monodisperse popula-
tion of polymer chains due to the absence of chain transfer reactions
or elimination reactions which can cause branching or prematurely ter-
minate growing chains. For this reason, anionic polymerizations are
often termed "living" reactions.
The main "enemies" of the chemist attempting to perform a suc-
cessful anionic polymerization are impurities; in the air, in the
monomers, in the initiators, on the glassware, etc. Because of the
experimental difficulties involved in anionic syntheses, polydisper-
sity values should always be given, and GPC traces included where
appropriate. Values of Mw/Mn < 1.1 should be readily obtainable.
The techniques used to overcome these problems [10,11,12,13] include
the construction of a high vacuum line and the performance of all of
the purification and synthesis steps under high vacuum. To give some
illustrative details, an example of a polystyrene polymerization in
benzene will be given (from ref. [11]).
8Benzene is purified by stirring over sulfuric acid for one week,
degassed, distilled into a flask containing a sodium dispersion and
stirred for several hours, and distilled to another flask which con-
tains oligomeric styryl 1 ithium. Benzene is then distilled from this
flask into the reaction vessel. Styrene is purified by adding it to a
flask containing calcium hydride and stirring for several days.
Styrene is then distilled into another flask containing the n-butyl-,
s^-butylmagnesium organometal 1 ic . The monomer can then be distilled
into the reactor. The initiator (sec-butyl 1 ithium) can be purified by
one high vacuum distillation. The initiator is then diluted
repeatedly until the proper concentration is obtained. After a series
of mixing, purging and rinsing steps to ensure complete removal of
impurities and complete addition of the monomer and initiator, the
polymerization is allowed to proceed to completion. The molecular
weight of the product will be proportional to the amount of monomer in
the feed and inversely proportional to the initiator concentration.
Block copolymers can be produced by the addition of a different,
purified monomer after the first polymerization has been completed.
Termination of the reaction is usually accomplished by the addition of
an al cohol
.
2.1.2 Block copolymer morphology
This section is not intended to be a detailed review of every
discovery of every research group studying block copolymer morphology
but rather an overview of the development of ordered structures in the
9solid state, particularly spherical morphologies. For more complete
and thorough reviews of this topic, particularly for the early years
of study in this field, the reader should consult several recent
references [14,15,16,17,18].
Study of the phase separation of block copolymers began soon
after their discovery, with Skoulios et al . [19,20,21] leading the
way by extending their SAXS investigations of ordered structures in
soaps to block copolymers. The development of the OsO^ method of
staining to selectively label the polydiene phase [22,23,24] led to a
great proliferation of electron microscopy studies on copolymers con-
taining a polydiene block. Although earlier work by Vanzo et al . [25,
26] and by Hendus et al . [27] clearly imaged the phase-separated
nature of block copolymers using electron microscopy, among the first
to report the direct observation of an ordered macrolattice of a neat
styrene-butadiene-styrene block copolymer system was Fischer, in 1968
[28], who noted that a structure of hexagonally packed spheres of
polystyrene (38 wt%) in a polybutadiene matrix was formed in thin
films cast slowly from very dilute solutions of toluene. In view of
the currently held ideas on domain morphology vs. composition, one
might have reason to suspect that the "spheres" seen by Fischer in
this 38% system were actually cylinders viewed end-on. He emphasized
that the development of this thermodynamical ly equilibrium structure
was made possible by the use of very dilute polymer solutions
and slow
casting conditions. Succeeding workers [29,30,31,32] generally
acknowledged the importance of reaching thermodynamic
equilibrium when
10
studying block copolymer systems.
Beecher et al
. [33] used differential thermal analysis, dynamic
mechanical testing and electron microscopy to examine the effect of
casting solvent on morphology and properties of an SBS triblock con-
taining 28 wt% styrene. It was shown that casting from THF/MEK produ-
ces interconnected PS spheres in a PB matrix, casting from
benzene/heptane results in a more discrete arrrangement of PS
spheres, and casting from CCl^ produces a mixed structure, in which PS
is "dispersed" in the PB phase. These different morphologies corre-
lated closely to the differences in mechanical and damping behavior,
and a mechanism for the formation of the various PS domain morpholo-
gies during solvent casting was postulated.
The initial discoveries mentioned above provided impetus into
further study of the effect of composition on equilibrium morphology
and domain spacing and size, and the effect of processing conditions
{including selective solvents, annealing, compression molding, extru-
sion) on morphology and properties. By 1970, enough evidence had been
gathered to propose the picture of domain morphology in linear diblock
and triblock copolymers as a function of composition [34] that remains
valid to this day; that of a morphology in which the minority com-
ponent always forms the discrete phase, and the equilibrium morpholo-
gies are spheres (for minority component volume fractions from
approximately 0% to 20%), cylinders (from -^20% to 40%) and lamellae
(from 40% to 60%). A representation of this, adopted from
reference
[34], is given in Figure 2.1. The reader should be
aware that
11
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Figure 2.1 Schematic representation of equilbrium morphology versus
compositon in di- and triblock copolymers (from reference
[34]). See text for description.
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conflicting experimental results do not allow the boundaries to be
precisely determined. In addition, theoretical predictions (see phase
diagram due to Leibler in [35]) show a dependence on molecular weight
and temperature, which have not been carefully considered in the
morphological studies on di
-
and triblock copolymers reviewed herein.
With the basis established, further work was directed toward the
finer details involved in the formation of the phase-separated struc-
ture, especially the development of order and nature of the order
achieved. All workers quickly recognized the necessity of driving the
system towards its thermodynamic equilibrium, i.e. avoiding preferen-
tial solvents, or quick casting or thermoforming techniques. The two
favored techniques to promote order were slow casting of thin films
from dilute solution and/or annealing the material aoove the glass
transition temperatures of both blocks. In addition, orientation of
cylindrical and lamellar domains by mechanical means [36,37,38,39,40,
41] was employed. The main conclusions of the various studies per-
formed on cylindrical and lamellar domains generally agree quite well.
In contrast, results on the organization of spherical domains have not
been in agreement, and papers are still appearing in the literature,
each paper purporting to resolve the disagreements once and for all.
Small angle x-ray scattering and electron microscopy have been
the two techniques used most effectively to characterize the ordering
of domains after microphase separation, because the scale of the phase
separation falls in the range of study (50A-1000A) readily available
to these two techniques. Electron microscopy has the
advantages of
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allowing the direct visualization of the detailed distribution of
matter in the film and the ability to examine extremely small areas.
Its main disadvantages are the two-dimensional projection of the three
dimensional object and the rather tedious procedures required to pro-
duce suitably thin samples. Small angle x-ray scattering requires no
laborious sample preparation techniques and provides structural infor-
mation that is averaged over a relatively large volume of material.
The difficulty with SAXS is the problem of "scattering equivalents",
i.e. a single scattering pattern alone does not usually permit one to
uniquely determine the morphology because of the possibility of dif-
ferent morphologies giving rise to the same scattering pattern.
As an illustration, consider the process of determining long
range order using electron microscopy and small angle x-ray scat-
tering. We shall consider an ideal ordered morphology, avoiding
actual complications such as preferential staining of one component,
paracrystal 1 ine order, deformation during microtoming, background
scattering, etc. The following examples are meant to serve as
illustrations only; for a more general discussion, the reader is
referred forward to Chapters 4 and 5.
The well ordered block copolymer consists of grains (analgous to
grains in metals) of ordered microdomains distributed through the
sample with random relative orientations. Popular structures cited in
the literature above for ordered spherical domains include the three
simplest cubic systems: simple cubic (SC), body centered cubic (BCC)
and face-centered cubic (FCC). As mentioned earlier, electron
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microscopy sees only a two dimensional projection of the array into
which the spherical domains are packed. Fortunately, in spite of this
limitation it is still possible to distinguish between the SC, BCC and
FCC lattices. There are qualitative similarities between various pro-
jections which require one to obtain several projections in order to
quantitatively distinguish between the lattices. An example of this
is shown in Figure 2.2 (adopted from reference [18]) in which we see,
for example, that the spatial arrangement of domains is the same for
(100) projections of SC and FCC, or for the (110) projections of SC
and BCC. However, each lattice possesses a distinct set of projected
images which clearly distinguishes one from another.
Experimentally, one searches over the section in the electron
microscope until a high contrast, low order projection is found. Then
a series of tilting experiments (e.g. with a double tilt specimen
holder) are performed on the same grain to generate enough projections
to uniquely determine the structure of the macrol attice. It should be
emphasized that it is highly desirable to perform tilting experiments
on the same grain rather than search through the sample for high
contrast projections in different grains because of two problems: the
first is deformation of the sample during microtoming. This problem
is particularly severe with samples of high rubber content (like most
commercial triblocks used as thermoplastic elastomers). The process
of microtoming can result in compression in the direction of knife
travel, which can both change the domain spacings in the film and
cause shearing of the macrol attice. The second problem is
that lat-
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Figure 2.2 Spatial arrangement of projected domain structures for
three orientations of simple cubic (a), body-centered
cubic (b), and face-centered cubic (c) lattices (from
reference [18]).
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tice spacings are not necessarily consistent within the film. Because
the process of assigning a macrolattice is based in part on the rela-
tive spacings between projections, comparison of spacings between dif-
ferent grains is clearly ill-advised.
In addition to its imaging mode, the electron microscope can also
serve as a small angle electron di ffractometer. In this mode, one can
select a single grain of the desired orientation and quite readily
generate the reciprocal lattice scattering pattern corresponding to
this orientation. By obtaining several slices of the reciprocal lat-
tice, one can postulate a unit cell consistent with the orientations
between the grains and the distribution and intensity of the diffrac-
tion spots on the plane of reciprocal space that is sampled (see, for
example, [42,43]). This is also very similar to performing an
optical (Fourier) transform on an electron microscope image plate, and
a convenient method to generate a spatial average of the interdomain
distances. Despite the good use to which it may be put, the potential
of small angle electron scattering for structural analysis of ordered
block copolymer morphologies remains largely untapped with only brief
mention of it in the literature (see [44.45] for example). No syste-
matic studies using this technique have been reported to date.
Small angle x-ray scattering samples information from all grains
in the sample simultaneously. The use of small angle x-ray scattering
for the study of macrolattices closely parallels the use of wide angle
x-ray scattering to study atomic arrays (microlattices) . In effect,
scattering from an ordered block copolymer system will give a "powder
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pattern". By comparing the relative peak spacings observed with those
calculated using the selection rules for each lattice, an assignment
can (theoretically) be made. Experimentally, scattering from a
spherical domain polymer system has never resulted in more than three
interferences. The relative peak spacings for the three lattices are
as follows: SC 1/. 707/. 577/. 5/. 447/. 408/. 354, BCC 1/. 707/. 577/. 5/
.477/. 408/. 378, and FCC 1/. 866/. 613/. 521/. 500/. 433/0. 397. We see that
only two reflections are required to distinguish FCC from SC or BCC,
but that seven clear reflections are necessary to resolve SC or BCC
unambiguously. This requires not only equipment offering high resolu-
tion at large angular range, but an extremely well ordered (for
polymers) lattice.
There is additional information from a small angle x-ray pattern,
however, which can help resolve this dilemma. Not only are interpar-
ticle interference maxima produced, but intraparticle maxima are pro-
duced as well. Scattering from discrete spheres will give rise to
peaks corresponding to hR=5.76, 9.1, 12.3, etc., where R is the
sphere radius and h=(4Ti/X)sine, 29 being the scattering angle. By
determining the position of one or more sphere scattering peaks in
reciprocal space one is able to calculate a sphere radius. It is then
a straightforward exercise to calculate the observed volume fraction
of spheres based on both the SC and BCC models and to compare it to
the known volume fraction of the minority component.
In the course of their systematic study of the variation of
morphology with compostion, Matsuo et al . [46] studied spherical
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domains of butadiene in a matrix of polystyrene at 12 wt% polybuta-
diene. The spherical nature of the microdomains was confirmed by sec-
tioning in different directions, but the array of spheres produced was
disordered. Lewis et al
. [29] produced an ordered array of poly-
styrene spheres in a polybutadiene matrix by evaporating dilute solu-
tions of SBS triblocks in benzene over a 24 hour period. EM and SAXS
were used to confirm the existence of order, but no lattice was
assigned.
An x-ray scattering study by Mclntyre and Campos-Lopez [47] of
an SBS triblock (38 wt% PS) which purported to prove the existence of
an FCC lattice appeared in 1970, but Skoulios [48] raised serious and
legitimate questions regarding the interpretation of their data. The
same authors published [49] a similar but more extensive study on SBS
triblocks several years later. Careful anionic synthesis was per-
formed, and detailed characterization of the molecular weight, molecu-
lar weight distribution, and composition established the uniformity of
the molecules synthesized. All samples contained 30 weight % PS, and
four molecular weights were studied. The authors concluded that three
samples formed an FCC lattice and one (the highest molecular weight)
formed an SC lattice in films cast from MEK:THF 10:90 mixtures.
Pedemonte and Alfonso [50], however, found that SBS triblocks of 33
weight % PS formed lamellar structures when cast from MEK, MEK:THF
90:10, MEK:THF 50:50, and MEK:THF 10:90 mixtures. Pedemonte et al
.
[51] even claim to be able to form lamellar domains in SBS triblocks
of 26 weight % PS! Another erroneous interpretation of SAXS results
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[52] regarding determination of domain shape was published the
following year. Montiel et al
. performed scattering from the samples
in two perpendicular directions and. because the scattering was the
same in both cases, assumed that the domains were spherical. This
experiment only proves the isotropic nature of the sample as a whole;
i.e. randomly oriented grains of cylindrical domains would give the
same results. The micrographs shown display the randomly disordered
morphologies typical of samples processed under non-equilibrium con-
ditions. The nature of the order at low volume fractions of minority
component remained a disputed point.
Succeeding early works, primarily concerned with effects of com-
position and sample preparation techniques, showed the existence of a
spherical domain morphology without necessarily trying to distinguish
between the possibilities of SC, BCC, or FCC, An example of this is a
paper by Kampf et al . [44], where it is stated that "both cubic and
hexagonal lattices are found in BS block copolymers with 17% styrene
blocks." Kampf et al . should have more properly referred to these as
cubic and hexagonal "projections" rather than cubic and hexagonal
"lattices". Todo et al . [53] prepared solvent cast films of an SI
diblock copolymer containing 13 wt % polyisoprene. Their work focused
on the relative merits of two different small angle collimation
systems, but did provide a scattering pattern with peaks consistent
with an SC or BCC lattice. The authors simply stated that the results
suggested "that the domains are arranged in an ordered cubic lattice."
Pedemonte et al . [54] provided electron microscopic evidence of
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the existence of a body centered cubic lattice in an annealed SIS
triblock system containing 10% polystyrene. The material as supplied
by Shell (thermal -processing history not reported) consisted of a
disordered array of "circular" domains, and it was found by electron
microscopy that extruding the sample had no effect on morphology.
Extrusion plus annealing was quite successful in achieving order. The
authors observed hexagonal, rectangular and square projections, which
they assigned as the (111), (110) and (100) planes of a BCC lattice,
respectively. The relative spacings between domains in the various
projections corresponded quite well with the spacings predicted by
simple geometric considerations. The various projections were not
obtained by tilting one grain but rather searching the film for grains
of the desired orientation. Nonetheless, this work appears to be the
most scientifically sound work up to that point.
The work of Kawai et al . [55] on rubber-toughened plastics
Included good micrographs of spheres, but in general the spheres exhi-
bited a large range of sizes and a high degree of spatial disorder.
In recent years, a number of thorough papers on sphere-forming
block copolmers have appeared. Hashimoto et al . [56] published a
study in 1980 of the effect of molecular weight on domain size,
spacing, and interfacial thickness. SAXS patterns contained several
fairly well-defined interparticle interference peaks, from which the
authors infer that the spheres show either simple cubic packing or
cubic close packing. Unfortunately, it is not clear what the authors
mean by "cubic close packing" (normally this means a coordination
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number of twelve) and the issue is further confused by their spurious
statement that lattice distortion may invalidate the normal selection
rules for scattering from the various planes within the lattice. No
attempt to assign a lattice based, in part, on observed fractions of
minority component was made. In a study on the effect of the addition
of homopolymer to block copolymer systems forming spherical domains
[57], these authors again refer to the long range order as a
"cubiclike macrolattice." No futher amplification is given. In a
study by Roe et al . published that same year [58], some rather weak
evidence for a BCC lattice was put forth. This assignment was based
primarily only on the position of the main interference peak in the
SAXS pattern and the known volume fraction of the minority component.
The two higher order peaks did not match any lattice.
Richards and Thomason published results in 1980 [59] and again
in 1983 [60] on electron microscopy and SANS studies of SI diblocks
and SIS triblocks. They concluded that these materials form face cen-
tered cubic arrays of spherical domains for various samples containing
weight fractions of polystyrene from 12% to 41%. This result is based
mainly on the volume fractions calculated using the main interference
peak and the form factor peak. Corroboration of this result with evi-
dence provided by higher order lattice peaks would result in a much
more convincing paper,
Cohens' group published a series of papers [61,62,63] reporting
the results of their small angle neutron scattering studies in SB
diblock systems. Using the positions of the 3 well resolved lattice
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peaks, two clear form factor peaks and known volume fraction of
minority component, these authors acheive excellent agreement with the
parameters predicted for a BCC lattice.
In conclusion, the discovery of the anionic synthesis of polymers
quickly opened an entirely new field in polymer chemistry; the study
of well controlled block copolymers. Not only were techniques to per-
form anionic syntheses carefully refined and developed, but imagina-
tive synthesis lend to a broad range of molecules to be studied.
The basic elements of linear block copolymer morphology were
worked out within 10 years, and work since that time has focused more
on the details of the equilibrium morphology. Cylindrical and
lamellar systems seem to be the most clearly understood with current
work now concerned with the details of orientation, interface width,
chain conformation, agreement with statistical thermodynamic theory,
etc. The domain morphology which still causes debate is the spherical
morphology. Part of this problem results from the difficulty of
driving systems of spherical domains to equilibrium. This derives
from the fact that, unlike cylindrical and lamellar morphologies,
spherical domains can only grow by diffusion of chains containing the
minority blocks through the majority component matrix. That is to
say, domain growth is only possible by mixing of dissimilar blocks on
a very local scale. From the greatly disparate results reviewed here,
it is apparent that the debate of long range order in spherical
systems is still quite active today and in need of further critical
inquiry, both as regards experiment and analysis.
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2.2 Star Polymers
Compared to the great body of literature published on linear
block copolymers, studies on star block copolymers are relatively few.
This is due to several causes; one is the difficulty of producing very
well defined stars, in terms of the dispersity of arm number and arm
length, and secondly the relative expense of producing stars (having
greater than four arms, in particular) has prevented them from seeing
widespread use commercially, with the exception of the Solprene*
resins marketed by the Philips Petroleum Company.
Interest in homopolymer stars was generated because they were
seen as ideal systems to study the effects of branching on the hydro-
dynamic [2,3,64,65,66,67,68,69,70] and diffusion behavior [8,71], the
equilibrium conformations of the chain [72,73,74,75,76,77] as well as
the associated rheological and mechanical behavior [78,79,80,81,82,
83]. Because the thrust of the experimental work presented later in
this thesis is directed toward the phase separation behavior of star
block copolymers, there will be no discussion of the results and
conclusions stated in the works cited above for homopolymer stars, and
the reader is referred to the original papers for details.
2.2.1 Synthesis of star polymers
This section will be devoted to the methods used to synthesize
star copolymers. This discussion is necessary because the various
methods used have different advantages, side reactions, etc., and when
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one is trying to systematically characterize the morphology of a star
copolymer system, a prerequisite is the careful characterization of
the individual molecules themselves.
The synthesis of stars is essentially a two-step reaction. The
first is the synthesis of a living (anionic) arm, as discussed in sec-
tion 2.1.1, and the second is the reaction of the living arms with a
multifunctional linking agent. It is the second step that will be
discussed in this section. There are two major variations of this
second step; reaction with a divinyl benzene (DVB) which yields a
microgel linking center, or reaction with some type of halogenated
linking agent. Each method will be taken in turn.
2.2.1.1 DVB method of synthesis. The first step in the general
reaction scheme of DVB star synthesis is to produce a living block
polymer by conventional anionic techniques. After the desired arm
molecular weight has been achieved, di vinylbenzene is added to
the reaction mixture. A number of DVB units will add to the end of
some chains, placing additional reactive groups (vinyl groups) at the
ends of the chains. The reaction of living blocks with these pendant
groups gives star-branched material whose functionality is controlled
essentially by steric factors as they are affected by the polymeriza-
tion conditions. As discussed by Bywater and Fetters [68,84], factors
leading to higher functionalities are lower arm molecular weight,
increased DVB/active center ratios, a higher concentration of polymer,
and an increase in the meta to para ratio of the DVB in the feed.
The
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main advantage of the DVB technique at that time, i.e. the ability to
produce stars with high arm numbers, has been almost negated by recent
advances in the techniques using highly functional chlorosilane
linking agents.
The earliest examples of synthesis of star polymers using the DVB
microgel method of synthesis occured in the mid 1960's (Decker et al
.
[85] and Zilliox et al
. [86]). By carefully fractionating the
finished reaction mixture, the French workers were able to separate
star molecules containing from three to thirteen arms, as determined
by light scattering techniques. These workers also discovered that,
unfortunately, the dispersity of the number of arms on the stars was
fairly large, 1.3 to 1.7. As will be seen later, later workers found
this same trend to dispersity of arm number, and herein lies one of
the drawbacks of using the DVB gel technique to produce model branched
molecules.
Worsfold et al . [87] continued work on DVB star synthesis,
studying the effects of DVB/living block ratio, arm molecular weight,
and DVB isomer used while producing stars containing up to 15 arms.
These workers also used UV spectroscopy to identify intermediates and
products to better understand the mechanisms of this type of reaction.
In the early to mid-1970's Eschwey et al . published several
papers [88,89] describing variations of the DVB technique. Rather
than first polymerizing the monomer to form the arm, with subsequent
addition of DVB to the feed, Eschwey et al . first polymerized the DVB
to form a soluble microgel containing a high number of reactive
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anionic groups. Secondly, the desired monomer is added in the proper
amount to produce the desired arm molecular weight. By reversing
the order of reaction, the steric limitations to arm number are much
less severe; i.e. it is much easier for the monomeric species to react
with the active vinyl groups on the microgel that it is for the bulky
living arms to penetrate and react with the pendant vinyl groups, as
required in earlier syntheses. This method has been used to produce
stars containing thousands of arms.
Since the mid-1970's, papers have continued to appear (e.g.
[90]) which explore the details of the reaction mechanisms and poly-
merization parameters involved, but the methods of usage have actually
changed very little since their first conception.
2,2.1.2 Halogenated linking agent method of synthesis. This
area can be classified into two groups; chlorosilanes and "others". I
will first discuss linking agents other than chlorosilanes to produce
star polymers.
As opposed to the addition reaction described in the previous
section, all of the procedures outlined here have in common a metathe-
sis reaction whereby a charged, living polymer arm attaches to a
neutral linking agent, displacing an easily substituted electronega-
tive species from the linking agent.
Examples of non-si 1 anated linking agents cited in the literature
include carbon tetrachloride, 1 ,2,4-tri (chl oromethyl )benzene [91],
l,2,4,5-tetrakis(chloromethyl )-benzene [92], 2,2,4,4,6,6-hexachloro-
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2,2,4,4,6,6-hexahydro-l,3,5,2,4,6-triazotriphosphorine [88,93],
tri (anyloxy)-l,3,5 triazine [94], and tetraphenyl
-1 ,1 ,4,4
di (a11yloxy)triazine-l,4 butane [84,93]. It has also been suggested
[95] that 2- and 4- vinyl pyridine acts as a multifunctional linking
agent because of the activity of the -N=CH- functions in the pyri-
dine ring, along with the vinyl group.
As in the case of DVB star syntheses, it was found [96] that
polymerization conditions markedly affect the end product by changing
the tendency of the undesirable metal -hal ogen interchange to take
place. Metal halogen interchange (as opposed to displacement ) between
a metal -contai ni ng polymer and a halogen-containing linking agent pro-
duces an inert (halogen terminated) polymer arm and an active linking
agent. The reaction between this active linking agent and the purely
halogenated linking agent produces stars of higher functionality than
dictated by the initial functionality. This effect was dependent on
the addition order of the reactants, solvent and reaction temperature.
These problems make the production of monodisperse (in arm number)
star polymers quite difficult. Fractionation after the reaction is
complete is always necessary, but careful experimental techniques can
promote monodispersity
.
The multi-functional chl orosi 1 anes form another category of
effective linking agent. Morton et al . [3] were among t>ie first to
use chlorosilanes to produce star polymers, reacting living poly-
styrene with silicon tetrachloride to produce three-and four-armed
stars. Zelinsky et al . [4] reacted SiCl^ and CH3SiCl3with living
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polybutadiene arms and avoided the steric problems encountered with
the relatively bulky polystyrene chains. Synthesis of a four-armed
polysty rene [2] by Roovers and Bywater using l,2-bis(methyl
-
dichlorosilyl )ethane followed somewhat later. Roovers and Bywater
commented on the steric hindrance to formation of stars with more than
two arms. In fact, it was observed that incorporation of the first
two arms required only five minutes, while addition of the third arm
required another day, and addition of the fourth arm required up to
two weeks! Clearly, using chlorosilane linking agents does not avoid
the steric problems encountered in DVB star synthesis; in fact, the
problem is probably worse due to the smaller size of the chlorosilane
linking agent compared to a DVB microgel, especially as arm number
i ncreases
.
Two years later [69], these authors produced a six-arm poly-
styrene using l,2-bis(trichlorosilyl )ethane as linking agent. They
confirmed the result of Gervasi et al . [97] that adding a small amount
of butadiene monomer to the living polystyrene arms was necessary for
the incorporation of more than 4 branches. This small amount of buta-
diene was necessary to relieve the overcrowding at the core of the
star. Hadjichristidis and Roovers [70] synthesized 4-and 6- armed
polyisoprenes soon after, but did not report on the reaction times
required for complete coupling.
In 1978 the production of the first chl orosi 1 ane-1 i nked 8- and
12- armed stars was performed by Hadjichristidis et al . [98] using
tetra (methyl -di chl orosi lyl ethane )si 1 ane and tet ra(tri chl ores i lyl
-
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ethane)silane respectively. Light scattering, membrane osmometry and
gel permeation chromatography performed on the precursor arms and the
star polyisoprenes showed that the linking reaction went essentially
to completion; star functionalities of 7.4, 6.9, 8.1, 8.3 (for a
target of 8) and 11.7, 12.1 and 12.1 (for a target of 12) were
reported.
Hadjichristidis and Fetters [99] extended this technique to the
synthesis of 18-armed stars. An interesting aspect of this work is that
the authors did no^ endcap the polyisoprene arm with butadiene before
the linking reaction, and were still able to achieve functionalities
of 18.1, 18.0, 17.4. 18.0, 17.9, and 18.0. They conclude that addi-
tion of butadiene to the end of the arm prior to coupling can increase
the rate of the reaction, but not the functionality.
Roovers et al
. [67] produced 12- and 18- arm polystyrenes using
the aforementioned dodeca- and octadeca-chlorosilanes and endcapping
the polystyrene arms with butadiene before coupling.
To summarize, work in the field of star polymer synthesis has
resulted in two major reliable techniques: reaction of living anionic
arms with divinyl benzene or chlorosilane linking agents. The former
technique allows the production of very highly branched material but
its drawbacks include a lack of knowledge of the actual structure of
the star core and relatively high functional dispersity. The latter
method gives one knowledge of the precise nature of the branching and
very narrow (or actually bimodal , precursor plus star) distributions
of arm numbers, but stars with "only" 18 arms have been produced by
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this method to date. Both techniques require the need for frac-
tionation after the reaction, and increased rate of reactivity is
possible if butadiene endcapping of the arm is performed prior to the
linking reaction.
2.2.2 Star block copolymer morphology
The number of studies published on star block copolymer solid
state morphology is quite small compared to the number published on
the synthesis of star homopolymers and their behavior in solution as
model systems for branched macromol ecul es . The synthesis of star
block copolymers entails only slightly more complexity than homopo-
lymer star synthesis; the living arm precursor is simply produced as a
living di block arm in a two-step reaction as opposed to a one-step
hompolymer arm synthesis. Production of these molecules would allow a
parallel (to diblocks and triblocks) set of experiments to be per-
formed to study the phase separation behavior of the much more complex
star block copolymers.
As seen earlier in the section on linear block copolymer solid
state morphology, there are two major research thrusts: determination
of the equilibrium phase-separated state, and study of the rheological
behavior of these materials as a function of processing parameters and
molecular architecture. As will be seen, the work on star block copo-
lymer morphology follows similar lines, although the spectrum of
samples studied is quite limited.
Price et al . [5] published the results of their work in 1972 on
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the synthesis and morphology of a series of diblock ,triblock
. and 3-,
and 4- armed block copolymers of isoprene and styrene (using
dichlorodimethyl-, tri chl oromethyl and tetrachlorosi 1 ane for the 2-,
3-, and 4- armed stars, respectively) keeping the volume percent of
the styrene component constant at approximately 24% and studying the
effect of arm number on morphology. Electron microscopy on solvent
cast thin films showed that hexagonally packed cylindrical domains of
polystyrene were formed in a polyisoprene matrix (as expected for this
composition for di- and triblocks) for ari_ arm numbers. In addition,
it was reported that arm number had no effect on domain diameter or
spacing for two molecular weights.
Bi et al
. [100] synthesized and characterized a series of star
block copolymers using a DVB linking agent. The polymers, which
were not fractionated after synthesis, contained from six to ten arms
of a styrene-i soprene diblock, with isoprene at the core of the star,
and composed of approximately 28 vol. % polystyrene. The mechanical
behavior of the stars was different from the linear block copolymers
In four respects; the stars exhibited yielding, and had higher
strengths, smaller extension ratios, and less permanent set. These
features were attributed to the presence of permanent crosslinks (the
DVB microgel) in the system. Investigations into the morphology
yielded different results than those obtained by Price et al . on
materials of lower arm number and similar but lower PS content. Bi et
al . performed electron microscopy on osmium tetroxide stained sections
of solvent cast, annealed films and determined the existence of a body
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centered array of spherical polystyrene domains in a polyisoprene
matrix. These authors assumed their micrographs depicted a (111) pro-
jection of a BCC lattice; while Price et al . were observing, in Bi's
words, "out of plane overlap of the spherical polystyrene domains"
which they therefore erroneously assumed to be cylindrical domains of
polystyrene.
In an effort to help resolve the disagreement between those
morphological investigations, Bi and Fetters [101] re-examined the
structure of 6- and 9-armed (number average of arms) DVB linked stars.
Rather than analysis of only a single projection, these authors showed
several projections. By comparing the relations between the distances
in the projections observed, and the observed area (volume) fraction
of components to the known volume fraction, it was concluded that the
structure was indeed a BCC array of polystyrene spheres in a
polyisoprene matrix. Spacings from all of the projections were
generally, but not always, measured from the same grain. Because of
problems with compression and deformation associated with ultra-
microscopy, particularly when the material is of high rubber content,
extreme care should be taken when quantifying and comparing structural
parameters
.
Expanding on previous work, Bi and Fetters [102] synthesized and
studied a series of DVB linked styrene-butadiene and styrene-i soprene
star block copolymers containing from 3 to 29 branches and approxima-
tely 30 to 35% polystyrene. Although the main thrusts of this paper
were synthesis, characterization, mechanical properties and dynamic
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mechanical properties, the structure was briefly discussed as being a
BCC array of spheres of PS in a PB matrix. Although not specifically
stated, one might assume, therefore, that there is no effect of arm
number or molecular weight on the equilibrium domain structure. In
addition, the authors state that there is no effect of solvent on the
morphology of cast films, and almost no change when the films are
annealed.
Pedemonte et al
. [6] published a paper on the mechanical pro-
perties and morphology of some 4- armed stars produced by the Anic
Company and known as Europrene T-162. This is a tetrachlorosilane
linked star consisting of approximately 50% each of polystyrene and
polybutadiene, with polybutadiene at the core. By performing micro-
tomy and microscopy of compression-molded films in three directions,
the structure was determined to consist of short rods of polystyrene
which were aligned perpendicular to the plane of compression. In
reality, there appears to be very little difference in the appearance
of the films cut in the different directions; the structure appears to
correspond more closely to almost any block copolymer system of simi-
lar composition formed under highly non-equilibrium conditions.
Additional proof of the anisotropic nature of the film would have been
desirable. Nevertheless, the authors are able to rationalize various
aspects of the mechanical behavior, such as necking and strain sof-
tening, in terms of this model of short rods of polystyrene oriented
perpendicular to the compression plane.
Meyer and Widmaier [103] studied the adhesion behavior of 2-
to
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13- armed stars consisting of DVB-, silicon tetrachloride-, and
l,2,4,5-tetrakis(chloromethyl )benzene-linked arms of styrene-i soprene
diblocks and styrene-i soprene-styrene tribiocks. The stars with
diblock arms consisted of approximately 50% polystyrene, and the stars
with triblock arms contained 70% polystyrene. No morphological stu-
dies were made, but it was found that the stars were better adhesives
than the corresponding linear molecules. The difference was attri-
buted to the relatively high cohesive strength of the stars due to the
introduction of physical crosslinks and the formation of a large,
central, glassy domain consisting of DVB plus polystyrene.
A quite thorough paper on the processing-property relationships
of some 4-armed stars appeared in 1977 (LeBlanc [7]). The materials
®
studied were styrene-butadiene Solprene resins supplied by the
Phillips Petroleum Company, which were compared to the more conven-
ts
tional linear triblock Kraton resins manufactured by the Shell
Company. The important conclusions concerning the mechanical beha-
vioral differences between the linear triblock and four-armed star are
that the star samples show a higher Youngs' modulus, a greater ten-
dency to exhibit yielding, and a greater dependence of molecular
weight on modulus, yield stress and strain, and ultimate stress and
strain. No observations on the sample morphologies were reported.
In summary, a great deal of work has been performed on the
synthesis and behavior of star molecules. The majority of this work
has focused on the solution behavior of homopolymer stars. The study
of the solid state behavior and morphology of star block
copolymers.
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however, is much less advanced than the corresponding studies of
linear block copolymers. The works that have been discussed do not
present a conclusive picture of the solid state structure of these
materials. There are disagreements in the results published to date,
and really very little systematic work on the effect of arm number,
molecular weight, type of linking agent, etc. It was from this stand-
point that the work presented in this thesis was undertaken.
Morphological studies on series of carefully synthesized, well charac-
terized, star block copolymer molecules of virtually monodisperse arm
numbers and arm molecular weights could both resolve the ambiguities
found in the literature today as well as expand the boundaries of
knowledge on these fascinating systems.
CHAPTER III
EXPERIMENTAL
3.1 Sample Synthesis and Characterization
Sample synthesis and characterization was performed by Dr. Lewis
J. Fetters, of the Exxon Research and Engineering Company. Dr.
Fetters used the chlorosilane method of synthesis to prepare the star
block copolymers. For more detail than will be presented here, the
reader is referred to the original work [98,99].
The nomenclature used to describe the samples is as follows: SI
18/30/10 is an 18-armed star containing 30 wt% polystyrene, the mole-
cular weight of the polystyrene block in each arm being 10,000. The
prefix SI means that polyisoprene forms the inner block, while IS
would mean the opposite. If no prefix appears, SI can be assumed.
The characteristics of the copolymers synthesized are given in
Table 3.1. Stars of 2 (i.e. triblock), 4, 8, 12, and 18 arms were
synthesized. The linking agents used are shown in Table 3.2. All
stars were composed of 30 wt. % (i.e. approximately 27 vol. %) poly-
styrene, with the polyisoprene block at the core of the star. Arm
molecular weights of 23,000, 33,000 and 100,000 were synthesized.
Also available were several samples specially prepared to study the
morphology in the OBS (note: the "OBS", Ordered Bicontinuous Structure,
will be extensively discussed in Chapter 7) to lamellar composition
range. These samples included the following, all Sl-type materials:
18/33/10, 18/36/10, 18/40/10 and 18/50/10. Samples synthesized
to
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Table 3.2
Linking Agents used in Synthesis of MuUiarmed Star Block Copolymers
Number of arms Linking Agent Employed
^ SiCl^
8 SiCCH^CH^SiHCl^)^
12 Si(CH2CH2SiCl3)^
18 ( CH2Si(CH2CH2SiCl3)3)2
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study the cylinder to OBS transition were the SI 5/30/10 and 6/30/10.
Samples used to study the effect of block sequence on morphology were
the IS 4/30/10 and IS 18/30/10. Two more quite interesting samples
were synthesized by Dr. Fetters to help facilitate studies of the
OBS morphologies. These samples were designed to contain a majority
of polystyrene (for easier microtoming)
. to have the majority com-
ponent present as the inner block of the arm, and contain the same
volume fractions as the SI 4/30/10 and 18/30/10. Also, the molecular
weights of each block were chosen to keep the contour length of the
new IS arm the same as the corresponding SI arm. Because of the dif-
ferent monomer repeat lengths and densities, the materials designed to
mimic the morphologically important molecular parameters of the pre-
vious samples but contain a majority of polystyrene were IS 4/76/47
and IS 18/76/47.
The purifications of the monomers and solvents were performed
under high vacuum, as were the polymerizations. Sec -butyl 1 ithium was
the initiator used, and benzene was the solvent. Polymerizations to
form the arms were performed at 30°C, while the reaction of the multi-
functional linking agent with an excess of living, anionic diblock
arms was carried out at 50°C for a period of several days to a week.
The reactions were terminated with degassed methanol. Careful
fractionation of the reaction product readily separated the
unreacted triblock from the branched star material.
Number average and weight average molecular weights for both the
linear arm precursor and star molecules were determined by high speed
40
membrane osmometry or by light scattering. This enabled the func-
tionality of the star to be determined. Gel permeation chromotography
was used to evaluate the molecular weight polydispersity
. The
microstructure of the polyisoprene block in the chain was studied by
NMR spectroscopy, and determined to contain ca. 70% cis 1,4 linkages,
24% trans 1.4 linkages and 6% 3.4 linkages. Poly-di spersities of 1.05
were typical of the linear arm precursor, while functionalities of
approximately 3.9, 7.8, 11.7 and 17.6 were achieved for the 4-, 8-,
12- and 18-armed stars respectively. Examples of GPC traces for a
diblock arm, an unf ractionated 18- armed star, and a fractionated 18-
armed star are shown in Figures 3.1, 3.2. and 3.3 respectively.
3.2 Sample Preparation
As the purpose of this thesis was to study the development of
solid state order of these systems, sample preparation conditions were
employed with an eye towards enabling the system to achieve ther-
modynamic equilibrium.
3.2.1 Casting
As received samples containing a small amount of antioxidant
{<0.25%) were dissolved in a non-preferential solvent, toluene, to
make 3% W/V solutions. The volume of solution required to produce
polymer films 1.0 to 1.5 mm thick was added to 30 ml beakers. The
small size (-25 mm in diameter) of the casting vessel used was to con-
serve the available sample. The beakers containing solution were
i i I i i i i
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Figure 3.1 fiPC trace of dihlock arm precursor of an IP-dmed star
Polydi spersi ty is approximately 1.04.
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Figure 3.2 GPC trace of an ]8-armed star before fractionation. The
peak at 43 mis corresponds to 6-armed material and the
peak at 45 nls results from unreacted diblock arns.
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40 42 44 46
Elution Vol. (MLS)
Figure 3.3 GPC trace of the IR-armed sample in Figure 3.? after
fractionation, showing absence of peaks corresponding to
material of lower functionality than 18.
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placed in an oven (45^C) at atmospheric pressure and covered with a
Petri dish to slow down the evaporation rate. Approximately one week
was required for solvent evaporation.
Adhesion of the polymer films to the glass surfaces in the beaker
was a problem. Two methods were used to ease film removal. The
first, applicable only to the SI films which, because they possess
glassy end blocks and an elastomeric center block, possess adequate
mechanical properties, involved filling the beaker with water after
the film had been cast. The action of the water on the glass over a
period of several days enabled the film to be pulled out with
tweezers. A second method was used with the IS-type star block copo-
lymers. Because of the molecular weights used and the arrangement of
the blocks, these materials were very soft at room temperature. It
was very difficult, therefore, to grab with tweezers and remove in one
piece without severly deforming the sample. In this case, a release
agent was applied to the glass before addition of the solution to the
beaker.
Use of the release agent is as follows: 1) clean the beaker in
a KOH solution and allow to dry completely 2) in a fume hood, because
HCl vapors are generated, add enough dimethyldichlorosilane (DMCS) to
cover the bottom of the beaker; swirl the DMCS around to rinse all of
the glass that will come in contact with the solution 3) dispose of
DMCS waste properly and allow the beaker to dry completely. IS solu-
tions were added and the films cast could be removed with tweezers
because of the very low surface energy of the treated glass.
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3.2.2 Annealing
Two different annealing treatments were tried. One method
involved simply placing the samples in a vacuum oven and annealing
them for one week at a temperature dependent on the molecular weight
of the sample. These treatments proved fairly successful but solubi-
lity experiments subsequently showed, however, that partial
crosslinking did occur during this period. Because this crosslinking
would clearly limit the molecular motion and rearrangement required to
develop ordered structures, other steps were taken to help eliminate
the oxygen presumably responsible for the crosslinking reaction. To
this end, samples were placed individually in small tubes and con-
nected to a high vacuum line. After pumping on the samples overnight
and ensuring that a good vacuum had been achieved (-10"^ torr), the
sample tubes were sealed off from the vacuum line with a torch. The
sealed tubes were then placed in the vacuum oven for two weeks, at
temperatures of 95°C, 110°C and 125°C for the low, medium and high
molecular weight series, respectively. Different temperatures were
used because of the variation of the glass transition temperature of
polystyrene for the block molecular weights (7,000, 10,000 and 30,000)
used. Effort was made to keep the annealing temperature safely above
the Tg of polystyrene and below the order to disorder transition tem-
perature (circa 145°C [104]) in polystyrene-polyi soprene systems.
From the morphologies observed in the electron microscope, it was evi-
dent that the annealing treatments were not equally successful. The
two lowest molecular weight series displayed fairly good order and a
46
small amount of viscous flow during annealing. The highest molecular
weight series developed order not greatly improved over that of the
as-cast films. Not insignificantly, these films also retained their
original shape during the annealing treatment. This annealing beha-
vior as a function of molecular weight is somewhat surprising when one
compares the annealing temperatures with the predicted glass tran-
sition temperatures of the polystyrene block [105]. The values of
"''anneal "
"^9 for the 7,000. 10,000 and 30,000 molecular weight series
are, respectively, 15°C, 25°C and 30°C.
The observed effect of arm number on annealing behavior was not
clear cut. The observed (and expected) tendency was for increased
difficulties in achieving order as the number of arms (and hence total
molecular weight) increased. This trend can be rationalized nicely
using theories of reptation of macromolecules
, but quantitative esti-
mates of diffusion coefficients have not been performed for materials
as highly branched as those available in this study.
In summary, order in the 7,000 and 10,000 molecular weight series
was sufficient to enable lattices to be determined and lattice parame-
ters measured. The variation of order as a function of arm number
within a molecular weight series followed a general trend but was not
necessarily systematic. Order in the 30,000 molecular weight series
was poorly developed, not even enabling a lattice parameter measure-
ment for the 12-armed sample. In the future, more effort should be
spent on optimization of casting/annealing conditions for the high arm
number, high molecular weight samples.
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3.2.3 Cryoultramicrotomy and staining
As mentioned earlier, polymer films approximately 1.0 to 1.5 m
thick were cast from dilute solution. This is a convenient thickness
with which to conduct both SAXS and DMTA studies. Because of the
sitive relationship between sample preparation and morphology, it
decided to cryoultramicrotome thin sections from the same film
which the SAXS and DMTA studies were performed rather than casting
films thin enough for direct observation in the electron microscope.
An AO Reichert Ultracut microtome with FC4 cryo-attachment was
used to perform the sectioning. The samples, approximately 2mm x 2mm,
were glued to a small aluminum stub designed to be held securely by
the sample holder of the microtome. Histo-prep® was also used to help
hold the sample in place. Because of the high rubber content of the
samples, it was necessary to cool the specimens before sections could
be cut. Sample and knife temperatures of approximately
-95°C were
used. The "semi -dry" knife technique was used. A diamond knife
(Diatome Company) possessing a stainless steel boat was allowed to
first reach thermal equilibrium. Several drops of isopropanol were
placed in the bottom of the boat and brushed very close to the cutting
edge of the knife using a fine hair. As the sections were cut, they
were brushed back into the isopropanol to relieve crowding and picked
up on a 700 mesh copper grid after 30 minutes of cutting time.
Sections approximately 500 to 1000 A thick were achieved. The grids
were then placed in the vapors of a 4% osmium tetroxide-water solution
for 4 hours; different staining periods were not tried. The osmium
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tetroxide selectively reacts with the double bonds in the polyisoprene
resulting in a large density difference, and hence bright field mass
thickness contrast, between the polyisoprene and polystyrene phases.
3.3 Electron Microscopy
A JEOL 100 CX TEMSCAN electron microscope operated at lOOKV was
used to examine the samples. The side entry goniometer and single
tilt holder allowed tilts up to +60% enabling single grains to be
imaged over a wide range of tilting angles. Problems with specimen
damage (progressive loss of contrast) were noted unless the sample was
irradiated near crossover at 5,000X for about a minute and then the
magnification slowly brought up to its final value in the 20K to 50K
range. Apparently, lower electron doses enabled the electron damage
processes (i.e. crossl inking of free double bonds, loss of hydrogen
atoms) to occur at such a rate that preservation of the structure of
the material was achieved. Irradiating the structure near crossover at
26K and above without the "pre-i rradiation" at lower magnifications
often resulted in such catastrophic and radical changes in molecular
bonding that the macrolattice was severely distorted or destroyed.
Bright field imaging using a 150ym (lOA'^ cutoff in reciprocal space,
h = lOA"'^) aperture was performed almost exclusively, and the
micrographs were recorded on Kodak SO-163 image plates.
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3.4 Small Angle X-Ray Scatteri ng
Small angle x-ray scattering was performed using a IKW nickel
filtered copper source and Kratky collimation. The collimation
block and flight path were evacuated, but there was a 10 cm air path
in the region of the sample holder. The camera was aligned with a
40pm entrance slit and a 12mm beam limiter. Scattered radiation was
collected with a Braun one-dimensional position sensitive detector
operated at 11 bar pressure of 90% argon-10% methane gas and 3.8 KV,
for which the spatial resolution is better than 50 ym. The sample to
detector distance of 50 cm yielded an angular (26) resolution of
approximately 0.2 mrad. The scattering data were corrected for sampl
absorption, wire sensitivity, parasitic scattering and slit length
smearing using the Vonk FFSAXS Version 3 program. Further details
concerning UMass Kratky geometry, flight path design, alignment, and
data treatment are presented in Appendix C.
3.5 Dynamic Mechanical Thermal Analysis
A dynamic mechanical thermal analyzer (Polymer Labs) was used to
generate curves of the log of the Young's modulus (log E^) vs.
temperature and the loss tangent (tan 6) vs. temperature. Sample
dimensions were approximately 10mm x 5mm x 1mm, as required for
clamping, while the actual volume of material tested was on the order
of Imm(L) x 5mm(H) x Imm(T). The machine was used in the single can-
tilever mode, due to limited amounts of sample, at a strain rate of
50
IHz and a scan rate of 5°C/min. The data showed evidence of sample
clamping problems as the glass transition temperature of the
polystyrene was approached, but data in the
-90^C to +70°C range were
reproducible.
3
.6 Sorption Measurements
Constant pressure sorption measurements were performed by Jim Sax
in the Department of Chemical Engineering at the University of
Massachusetts.
The apparatus used for sorption measurements consisted of a gas
delivery system and a Cahn Model 2000 electro-mechanical balance.
The mass of the sample was monitored within o2yg continuously with
output to a chart recorder. Data analysis was performed on a dedi-
cated Apple He mini-computer. The sample dimensions were approxima-
tely 2 cm X 2 cm X 0.1 cm, so that the diffusion equations could be
solved for the one-dimensional infinite slab case, and a value of the
effective diffusion coefficient of the penetrant gas calculated.
Sorption experiments were performed at room temperature, and three
different penetrant gases (CO^, O2 and N^) were used.
CHAPTER IV
MICROSTRUCTURE BY ELECTRON MICROSCOPY
4.1 Introduction
As discussed in Chapter II, electron microscopy is one of the most
useful techniques for the characterization of ordered block copolymer
morhoplogies in the solid state. For proper analysis of micrographs
from ordered lattices, it is essential that the microscopist
constantly bear in mind that the image seen represents a two dimen-
sional projection of the three dimensional structure. This is a
disadvantage in the study of systems in which small domains are ran-
domly distributed in a matrix phase. Figure 4.1 [106] depicts this
situation. Although there could be a phase separated structure in the
film, the microscopist would not be able to distinguish the micrograph
of this phase separated structure from a micrograph containing only
random noise effects. This is for two reasons: 1) the domain dimen-
sions are small compared to the thickness of the film and 2) the lack
of order in the sample precludes constructive overlap of domains
occurring.
Thick (- 1000 A) sections are usable for ordered block copolymer
systems because domains will be projected onto one another for certain
orientations
.
The three basic lattice structures postulated for ordered block
copolymer (di- and triblock) systems are lamellae, cylinders and
51
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b
Figure 4.1 Representation of projection problem in the electron
microscope (from reference [106]).
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spheres. The packing mode of spherical domains has been suggested to
be simple cubic (SC). body centered cubic (BCC), or face-centered
cubic (FCC) (see Chapter III for references). Figure 4.2 shows two
possible projections of lamellae. If the beam is oriented parallel to
the plane of the lamellae, the lamellae will project as stripes, and
if the beam is perpendicular to the plane of the lamellae then the
image will be uniform and featureless. The two easily interpretable
projections of cylinders are shown in Figure 4.3. Axial viewing will
result in a hexagonal projection of circular domains while a longitu-
dinal projection will result in a series of alternating stripes.
Three low order projections of the SC, BCC and FCC lattices were pre-
sented in Figure 2.2 in Chapter II. Note that each morphology is
distinguishable from the other two if the projections shown in these
figures are obtained. Thus, from careful electron microscopy
involving many projections, it is possible to uniquely determine the
nature of the domain packing.
Before proceeding to a discussion of results, contrast mechanisms
in the electron microscope will be covered briefly, with emphasis on
the contrast enhancement techniques used in this work.
4
.
2 Contrast in the Electron Microscope
The two types of contrast in the electron microscope are phase
contrast and scattering contrast. Phase contrast results from a shift
in the phase of the scattered wave with respect to the unscattered
wave. A relative phase difference can result from varying thicknesses
54
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within the sample, from different inner potentials of various areas
within the sample (analgous to different refractive indices in light
microscopy), and from the microscope optics. Scattering contrast can
result from diffraction by crystalline regions within the sample
(diffraction contrast) or from variations of the product of the den-
sity and the thickness of different areas within the sample (mass
thickness contrast), causing variations in the scattering of the
electrons outside of an objective aperture. This latter mechanism was
used in the present study. The reader is referred to advanced texts
on electron microscopy for thorough discussions of phase contrast and
diffraction contrast [107,108,109,110],
4.2.1 Mass thickness contrast
The ideal electron microscope will bathe the specimen with a
perfectly uniform and coherent flux of monoenergetic electrons. The
Incident beam of electrons will either pass through the sample without
interacting (unscattered electrons) or will interact with the atomic
potential in the sample and change their energy and/or direction.
Inelastic events are characterized by an energy change, while
electrons scattered elastically will undergo no such change. The
geometry of the scattering is shown schematically in Figure 4.4. The
elastic scattering cross-section of an atom of atomic number Z is
defined as
-.lAl^'LiV^ (4.1)
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Figure 4.4 Scattering geometry in the electron microscope
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where 3 = the velocity of the electron divided by the velocity of
light. The inelastic scattering cross-section can be expressed as
-
_
1.54 X 10-'+ ^1/2 ,2s
'^INEL ^2 Z in {^) (4.2)
where 6^ is the characteristic inelastic scattering angle for the
characteristic average energy loss aF. The bright field image
intensity with an objective aperture centered on the optic axis
(incident beam direction) will be the sum of the intensities of
unscattered, elastically scattered and inel asti cal ly scattered
electrons
,
^BF " ^UNS ^ hi ^INEL- (4.3)
This can also be expressed as
^BF " Io^^P("'^^T^^- (4-4)
where = incident intensity
N = number of atoms/volume = N^p/MW
= Avogadro's number
p = density
MW = molecular weight
t = specimen thickness
= total scattering cross-section for scattering outside an
angle 6
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The total scattering cross-section can be expressed in terms of the
elastic and inelastic scattering cross-sections (defined earlier) and
the fraction of electrons scattered elastically (f^^(e)) or inelasti-
^^^^^
^^INEL^^^^ within an angle 9:
=
-El'^I-^el(Q)^ +
^INEL - ^INEl(Q)^ (4.5)
Since the elastic and inelastic cross-section are related as:
In(^)
one may write
oj = 1^(9) (4.7)
ln(2/e^)
where K(9) = (1-f^J +—_ i^-^HEO ' (4.8)
Bright field intensity can now be re-cast as
IgF = Iq^'^P^'^^El'^^®)^)'
= Ioe>:P(-Sp(V*,a)pt). (4.9)
In the last expression the effective mass scattering cross section has
been defined, as
Sp = N^o^j_K(e)/MW (4.10)
Because of its dependence on the scattering cross sections, will
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vary both „1th accelerating voltage (V^) and the collection angle of
the objective aperture (a).
For a given set of electron optical conditions, the bright field
intensity is seen to vary exponentially with sample thickness and
density. Contrast in the electron microscope for phase-separated,
non-crystalline films of uniform thickness will result from density
variations within the film giving rise to intensity variations through
equation (4.9). The bulk densities of the polystyrene and
polyisoprene blocks used in this study are reasonably close
(approximately 1.05 and 0.9 g cm"** at 25°C respectively), making
observations of "real world" unstained sections (fairly thick (500 -
1000 A), imperfectly ordered, two-dimensional projections of
overlapped domains, etc.) somewhat difficult. (Note: though not
impossible, see D.L. Handlin and E.L. Thomas [111] for phase contrast
studies on PS/PI block copolymers.)
Referring back to equation (4.9) we see that there are several
possible routes to improve the contrast: by changing the angular
range of scattered electrons blocked by the objective aperture or by
changing density or thickness of one of the phases. In this work,
objective aperture #3 (h^^^=10A"-^) of the JEOL 100-CX TEMSCAN was used
to improve image contrast by blocking much of the scattered intensity.
A smaller aperture size was available but was not used because of con-
tamination build-up on the aperture and associated problems with
astigmatism. In certain cases, selectively changing the thickness of
one of the phases in a film of uniform thickness is possible depending
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on the che™ica, nature of the polymers. Tho.as and Tal.on [113] ,,„e
Shown this to be a viable option in a po,y.eth,l.ethacrylate/po,y
(styreneacrylonitnie) biend. Upon exposure to the hea™ in the
electron microscope, the PMMA phase degrades in such a way that loss
of mass occurs, resulting in a decrease in both the thickness and den-
sity Of the PMMA Phase In the fi,.. This results in enhanced contrast
between the PMMA and PSAN as the sample damages. This technique is
not applicable to polystyrene-polyisoprene systems, but fortunately it
is possible to selectively modify the density of one of the phases.
Specifically, reaction of osmium tetroxide with polydienes has been
Shown [22.23.24] to increase the density of the polydiene phase while
having little effect on polystyrene density. It Is reasonable to
inquire Into the effect of such treatment on the morphology, and work
has shown staining to have no effect on interdomain distances In
phase-separated block copolymer systems, although a swelling of the
polydiene phase has been observed [113]. As evidenced by papers
published on polystyrene-polydlene morphology since the early 1960's,
it is virtually universally accepted that the benefits of Increased
contrast through osmium tetroxide staining clearly outweigh the slight
Increase in quantitative uncertainty 1n domain dimensions. Other
methods to measure spacings (e.g. SAXS) should be used to check EM
results.
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4.3 ilectj;;onJ1j£rosc^
4.3.1 Introduction
In sections 4.3.2 through 4.3.4 the results of an electron
microscopic investigation of a series of star block copolymers are
given. Section 4.3.2 gives a general overview of the results. This
includes a tabulation of the equilibrium morphologies formed through
slow casting and annealing, and the interdomain distances measured.
Examples of the morphologies are shown in micrographs and the effect
of annealing is briefly discussed. In Section 4.3.3 the theoretical
groundwork for the prediction of lattice parameters and domain sizes
in phase-separated, ordered block copolymer systems is given.
Theoretical predictions are compared to observed spacings. In Section
4.3.4 the effects of star molecule architecture (in this case number of
arms and arm molecular weight) on equilibrium morphology and inter-
domain distance are discussed.
4.3.2 Overview
This section will summarize the microscopy results. Discussion
of the results will occur in succeeding sections. The electron
microscopy results for the matrix of annealed, microtomed, and stained
SI (styrene on the free end of the arm) stars of 30 wt% polystyrene
are given in Table 4.1. Each entry in the matrix contains a number
and three letters. The number refers to the repeat distance measured
in the most highly ordered regions in the section and the letters
refer to the type of morphology observed. The letters "CYL" refers to
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discrete cylinders of polystyrene in a polyisoprene
.atrix and the
letters "OBS" refers to the OBS morphology.
At 30 wt% polystyrene, that is ^ 27 vol. % polystyrene, di- and
triblock copolymers form (see Molau's [34] representation. Figure
2.1) an equilibrium morphology of polystyrene cylinders hexagonally
packed in a matrix of polyisoprene. This morphology is seen in this
study as well in star block copolymers of low arm number and/or mole-
cular weight. Figure 4.5(a) shows a micrograph (and optical
transform) of an axial projection of this structure for the annealed
SI 4/30/10 sample showing the dimension listed in Table 4.1. Figure
4.5(b) shows the longitudinal projection of cylinders and is its opti-
cal transform. Both projections must be present in the film to
distinguish the morphology from he.fagonally packed spheres or parallel
lamellae viewed edge on.
A quite stiking feature of these multi -armed star block copolymers
is that they exhibit polymorphism, i.e. they have the ability to form
two different ordered domain structures (crystal structures) at
constant composition. The 18-armed samples in the 7,000 MW series,
the 8-, 12-, and 18-armed samples in the 10,000 MW series, and the 12-
and 18-armed samples in the 30,000 MW series form the OBS morphology.
Evidence for true polymorphism (not selective solvent-induced
polymorphism) as opposed to a variation in projection, is presented in
Chapter VII. Perhaps the most striking view of the OBS morphology,
the "wagon wheel", is presented in Figure 4.6 for an annealed
Figure 4.5 (a) Axial view (and its optical transform) of
cylindrical morphology developed in the SI 4/30/10
sample, showing the dimension listed in Table 4.1.
(b) Micrograph of longitudinal view of cylinders
and its optical transform showing the dimension
1 isted in Table 4.1.
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Figure 4.6 A characteristic view of the OBS morphology (and
its optical transform) showing the dimension listed
in Table 4.1 (SI 18/30/10 sample).
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18/30/10 sample. The dimension d shown in Figure 4.6 (or. equiva-
lently, determined from the most intense set of reflections in the
optical transform) will be referred to henceforth as the "wagon wheel
spacing" (note: the term "wagon wheel" was coined by L.J. Fetters
because of the similar appearance of this structure to the spoked
wheel of a buckboard in the Old West!).
This result is quite important, as it is the first well docu-
mented case of an effect on domain morphology by molecular architec
ture at constant composition
.
Lastly, microscopy results on solvent cast films clearly showed
the need to anneal the samples to promote highly developed order, at
least for the solvent casting conditions used in this study. As
expected, the limited mobility of the higher molecular weight and/or
higher arm number samples was responsible for inhibiting the develop-
ment of ordered macrolattice structures. More specifically, the 2-
and 4-armed samples could typically develop order during the weeklong
solvent evaporation at 50°C. However, Figure 4.7 shows a typical
view of the disordered structure present in the as-cast 8-, 12- and
18-armed samples solvent cast under identical conditions. In fact,
this micrograph is quite reminiscent of the "polystyrene spheres"
structure reported in early work on triblock copolymers [33]. There
is clearly no long range order in the sample, optical transforms of
the micrograph producing a single halo characteristic of the average
length scale of the phase separation.
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Figure 4.7 Micrograph of typical appearance of a disordered
structure, including its optical transform
(SI 12/30/7 sample).
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4.3.3 Comparison of results to theory
As 1s so Often the case in scientific studies, the discovery of
a Phenomenon, in this case phase separation and development of long
range order in block copolymers systems, is closely followed by
theories (e.g. [35,114-122]) attempting to explain the observations and
enable prediction of behavior for similar but different systems.
Theories of phase separation of block copolymers are necessarily based
on a minimization of the free energy of the system. Enthalpy con-
siderations favor phase separation but phase separation decreases the
system entropy.
In simplest terms, the free energy may be considered to depend on
three factors, one related to enthalpy and two related to entropy.
The enthalpy term is directly related to the surface area to volume
ratio of the domain, as this parameter determines the relative frac-
tions of A-A, B-B (favorable), and A-B (unfavorable) contacts.
Enthalpy decreases if the volume to surface area ratio is large, mini-
mizing the fraction of A-B contacts. The two entropic terms both
favor small volume to surface area ratios. One is the requirement
that the A-B junction in the block copolymer chain be situated at or
near the boundary between phases. The larger the relative proportion
of surface area, the more easily this is accomodated. The other
entropic term is related to the conformation of the chain in the
domain and the maintenance of the equilibrium chain segment density
throughout the domain. Clearly, arbitrarily forcing the domain to be
very large (i.e. the contour length of the block in the domain) will
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result in a large dnop 1n density fro. its e,uili.n-u. (desired) value
This will be thermodynamically quite unfavorable.
These arguments have been expressed mathematically by Helfand and
Wassermann [122] in a fairly brief model. They furnish an easily
implemented computer program for calculation of domain diameter,
domain spacing, free energy per molecule, and surface area per
molecule. After providing the number of blocks in the chain (2 =
diblock, 3 = triblock). the molecular weight of each block, the tem-
perature at which the phase separation is assumed to occur, the block
which forms the discrete domain, and the dimensionality of the domain,
the program will compute the interdomain distance.
Calculation of expected interdomain distances was performed using
their program for the molecular weights used in this study assuming
cylindrical domains of polysytrene forming in an SIS triblock copolymer
at 370°K. The calculated values of the interdomain distance between
cylinders (see Fig. 4.5(b)) were 180, 220 and 470 A for the 7,000,
10,000, and 30.000 MW series repectively. Average observed values of
interdomain distances measured from OsO^ stained microstained sections
over all arm numbers of cylindrical samples in a molecular weight
series were 200, 225, and 330A, respectively. The first two values
are in rather reasonable agreement with theory given the experimental
uncertainties involved in preparation of these samples for the
electron microscope. The value reported for the 4/30/30 sample is
suspect, as every member of the 30,000 MW series was quite difficult
to drive into ordered morphologies. Poor statistical sampling
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resulted from having so few ordered areas to measure. Further efforts
to improved order in the higher molecular weight samples are needed.
Calculations for the molecular weight dependence of the dimen-
sions of the OBS structure were not performed for the simple reason
that this structure has not been predicted on thermodynamic grounds,
and there are therefore no computer algorithms extant to predict
morphological parameters. It is interesting to note, additionally,
the sensitivity of structure to molecular parameters. That is. simply
by the insertion of 1 additional arm (e.g. 5/30/10 ^ 6/30/10, see
p. 78) or by a fairly modest increase in total arm molecular weight
(e.g. an increase of 10,000 from the 8/30/7 to 8/30/10 sample) the OBS
structure can be promoted. The similarity in spacings of the
cylindrical structure and the wagon wheel projection of the OBS struc-
ture within one molecular weight series and the ease of transformation
of one structure to the other by subtle changes in molecular parame-
ters therefore suggests comparably energetic structures.
4.3,4 Effect of molecular architecture
As alluded to earlier, molecular architecture has a strong in-
fluence on the phase separation behavior of block copolymers. Chang-
ing such things as arm composition, chemical structure, addition of
side branches, tacticity, etc. can all alter the material's behavior.
Following a basic rule of scientific exploration, trends in behavior
for the star block copolymers were studied as only one variable was
changed; either arm number or molecular weight of the arm.
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exa..ne. neglecting the 30.000 m senes because of their UcK of weU
4/30/7. a/30/7 and 13/30/7 ,c„1ndn1ca„. the 2/30/10 and 4/30/10
'
(cylindrical), and the 8/30/10. 12/30/10. 18/30/10 (DBS). Taken In
turn, the first grouping, although possessing an average spacing Cose
to that predicted theoretical,,, displays significant fluctuation
(ISOA-Zm,. There 1s no trend within the series. LUewlse. there Is
no apparent effect of ar. nu.ber on the spacing of the 2/30/10 and
4/30/10 samples. This Is In agreement with the results of Price et
al. [5] who found no difference In intercy, Inder spacing In two-ar.ed
and four-armed star block copolymers. Finally, for the three wagon
wheel projections of the OBS in the 10,000 MM series the repeat
distance does not change as the number of arms is increased from 8 to
12 to 18. The consistency of these results strongly suggests that,
provided the morphologies are the same, the distance between domains
will not change appreciably as a function of arm number.
4.3.4.2 Effect of arm number on the morphology formed. The
effect of arm number on morphology is molecular weight dependent.
There is a transition from cylindrical morphology to OBS morphology
between 12 and 18 arms for the 7.000 MW series and between 4 and 8
arms for the 10.000 MW series. It is possible to understand this
effect as follows: first, consider the arm number effect separately.
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TMse.ea can
.e
.t,o„a,.ea
. te™s o.e.C.ea
.,»e a„s
more and ™ne ar.s are added to the central
,,ent
overcrowding of po^isoprene segments at the core of the sta^ forces
the core to assume a more spherica, shape. That is. the
.o,ec„,ar
trajectories „i„ tend to .e radia, for the star po„.er
,„o,ecu,e
especiaU, near the core of the star where the overcrowding is „st
severe. The free end of the ar., however, contains po„st,rene and
therefore the Junction point (isoprene-st.rene bond) of the ar.
.ust
be placed at the domain boundary, m effect, this is an energy
.i„i.
mization problem with two separate facets: 1) the entropy of Junction
Placement, density maintainence. and the surface area to volu.e ratio
considerations (the usual situation for di-and triblocR copolymers),
and 2) the limitations imposed on the system by the conformational
restrictions for the polyisoprene core.
The molecular picture of the path taken by the polyisporene block
in the arm to form cylinders is depicted in two dimensions in Figure
4.8. The polyisoprene chains must take a path with a large
"equatorial" component to deposit their polystyrene end-blocks into
the polystyrene domain. This is acceptable to the arms on the sides
of the star, but energetically unfavorable for arms emerging near the
poles of the star. Triblock copolymers (that is, 2-armed stars) do
not have energetically less favorable pathways because each "arm" is
not as conformational ly limited in its random walk through space.
Applying this concept back to the multi-armed star molecule, a
more favorable morphology would be one in which the domains were
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situated such that the arm were allowed
TK- °
'"'"''^
^ "'o^e radial oath
r..;;:::rv
^^^^^ ^-'^^^ ^'^^
' " cent., po,,Uop.ene co.e
-.e. star Moc. copo,.«r »,ecule t.e OBS st.ct.re. T.at
,s
w^at ™i,.t
.e expected for stars conta.nin, a ,reat
.an. a.s e
'
a
SO/30/,0 sa.p,e. a,! pro.a.
,
U. t.e OBS .n stn Wo™
because
.ore ar.s result 1„ „re overcrowding at the core further
resulting in a .ore radial
.olecular trajectory, and a ™ore radia,
^'ecular trajectory favors the OBS structure. Thus, one should
expect the OBS »rphology to for. regardless of the nu.her of ar.s in
the star, as long as the nu.ber of ar.s is greater than the
threshold" value needed to for. the OBS at the particular ar.
.olecu-
'ar weight in question. Further discussions along these lines will
occur in Chapter VII.
4.3.4.3 Effect of molecular weight on repeat distance for iden-
tical
.orphologies. The effect of molecular weight on spacing at
constant composition was previously discussed, along with some theore-
tical background, in Section 4.3.3. Briefly, it was found that
cylindrical samples exhibited interdomain spacings close to the values
predicted by theory [118]. The spacing increased as molecular weight
increased, an obvious consequence of increasing the length of each of
the blocks in the arm. but with a weaker dependence than expected
(MW
• vs. MW°-'). The repeat spacings in the wagon wheel projection
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dependence than expected.
4 3.,.4 "feet Of ™o,ecuUr weight on the ™np,o,ogy fo^ed.
"olecuU.
„e1,ht has no effect on ™.pho,og. for the 3-a™ed and
4-a^e. sa.p,es. these «er1a,s a,„a,s fo™ cy,1„dn-ca, domains un.en
equ„1bri™ conditions. The annealed 18-an.ed sa.ples a,«a,s fo™ OBS
".orphologies regardless of the »,ecu,ar weight. The 8-and U-ar.ed
samples, on the other hand, undergo a transition fro. cylindrical to
OBS morphologies as the „„lecular weight is increased. This effect of
molecular weight on morphology is somewhat more perplexing than the
effect of arm number. The preceding discussion of the effect of arm
number was based on the principal of increased overcrowding at the
core of the star resulting in the formation of the OBS morphology.
This line Of reasoning, however, leads to an erroneous prediction of
the effect of molecular weight. As the molecular weight increases,
the fraction of the chain experiencing overcrowding decreases. In the
limit of infinite chain length, one would expect the end of the
polyisoprene block (the A-B junction point) to have no knowledge of
any conformational restrictions (i.e. overcrowding) at the core of
the star. This should allow the cylindrical morphology to develop
just as it does ideally with diblock copolymers of the same
compostion, contradicting the actual experimental observations.
Another aspect which can modify the behavior of the 7,000 HW
series is the degree of phase separation. That is, the molecular
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weight of the polystvrenp hlnri- iJ'Styr e block ,s low enough that limited miscibiHty
IS expected,
.oreso than in the 10,000 m series, and the effect of
Phase .ixing and diffuse interfaces on the phase separation behavior
must be considered.
4.4 f^eTjmin^^
In Chapter III the variety of samples available for study was
discussed. The results in the succeeding chapters were obtained for
the matrix of samples in Table 3.1. m addition, preliminary results
were obtained for the specialty samples mentioned in the text of
Chapter III. Preliminary results consist of, in this context, an
incomplete set of tests which nonetheless were sufficient to determine
the morphology formed within the sample.
The SI 5/30/10 and 6/30/10 were synthesized to determine the
location of the cylinder to OBS transition in the 10,000 MW series.
Mechanical testing showed the 5-armed sample to be cylindrical, but
the 6-armed sample to form the OBS structure. Thus, the transfor-
mation of one morphology to another can be effected by the addition of
only one extra arm!
To study the effect of the position of the blocks in the star to
the morphology developed, IS 4/30/10 and IS 18/30/10 samples were
synthesized. Electron microscopy has shown that when the short block
is placed at the core of the star, the cylindrical morphology is deve-
loped exclusively. The formation of the OBS structure requires that
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the majority component be located at the core of the star.
Lastly, "inverse" stars were synthesized to determine the depen-
dence of the structure formed on the chemical nature of the blocks
The inverse stars had the following characteristics: l) polystyrene
was at the core of the star and polyisoprene was the outer block In
the ar.. 2) the relative n«lecular weights of the blocks were calcu-
lated to yield the same volume fraction of core block as the SI
18/30/10. and 3) the absolute molecular weights of the blocks were
adjusted to result in an overall arm contour length identical to the
SI 18/30/10 sample. The 4- and I8-armed samples simultaneously
satisfying these requirements were the IS 4/76/47 and IS 18/76/47,
respectively. Electron microscopy showed the 4-armed samples to form
cylinders and the 18-armed sample to form the OBS morphology, just as
in the corresponding SI 4/30/10 and SI 18/30/10 cases. The morphology
developed Is thus invariant to the chemical nature of the inner and
outer blocks, at least for the case of polystyrene and polyisoprene.
The synthesis of star block copolymers with Inner and outer blocks of
varying persistence lengths could be useful in testing the concepts of
radial core block trajectories presented earlier.
CHAPTER V
LATTICE MICROSTRUCTURE BY SHALL ANGLE X-RAY SCATTERING
5.1 Introduction
The first section in this Chapter is an introduction to x-ray
scattering. After a discussion of some of the assumptions basic to
the kinematic theory of x-ray diffraction, a derivation of scattering
from a crystalline lattice is given. It is shown that by redefining
several parameters in the equation describing wide angle x-ray
scattering, the smaJl angle behavior of ordered macro (-^hundreds of
Angstroms) lattices of block copolymers can be described. The last
section in the chapter contains the results of SAXS experiments on
star block copolymer systems. Discussion of the results and
interpretation follows.
5.2 Introduction to X-Ray Scattering Theory
This section outlines some of the basic foundations for scat-
tering from ordered macrolattices of block copolymers. The utility of
small angle x-ray scattering extends well beyond this realm, and the
reader is therefore advised to consult some of the excellent and
detailed works compiled by various authors since the early 1950's
[123.124,125,126,127].
The kinematic theory of x-ray diffraction rests on several basic
assumptions to reduce the complexity of the description of interaction
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of radiation with matter as follows:
1) there is no inelastic scattering, the phase and
frequency of the incident wave is not affected by its
Interactions with the sample
2) there is no multiple scattering, a scattered x-ray does
not interact further with the sample
3) the incident x-ray beam is perfectly monochromatic and
paral lei
4) the distance between the sample and the observation
point is much greater than the distance between the
scatterers in the sample
Provided the restrictions above are satisfied, the discussion of
x-ray scattering can begin with the interaction of an x-ray with a
free electron.
An electromagnetic wave of relatively short wavelength ("x-ray")
of amplitude impinging on a free electron will produce an emitted
spherical wave of the same frequency (v) but of amplitude A 1
,
. r rnc^
where e is the charge of the electron, m is the mass of the electron.
c is the velocity of light, and r is the distance from the electron.
The angle between the directions of the incident and scattered waves
is defined as 26. The scattered intensity (I) is simply I ^
,
where A^
.
To account for the random polarization of a flux of
x-rays, the equation above is modified as follows:
I rh^ - T ^ e 1 + cos 26
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Where the subscript e „o« refers to scattering t.o. an UoUted
electron.
When scattering fro. two electron occurs, the spherical waves
generated by each scattering center ™st be added accounting for pha-
ses Of both waves as the, propagate through space. The representation
Of diffraction fro. a point at an arbitrary r„ f.p. the origin 0 is
shown in Figure 5.1. adapted from reference [125]. m the figure,
the incident wave is defined as S^. the scattered wave as Sj. the"
scattering vector is S (= Ji
-SJ, the angle between S and Sj is
1s defined as 29, and X is the angle between S and r^.' To colpute
the equation describing the interference wave-front the relative
phase, and hence relative path difference, between the point and the
origin must be computed. From the diagram, the path length difference
is seen to be OA. From geometric considerations, any point along the
line DE will have a path difference equivalent to OA. For
convenience, shift point P to P' and calculate the path difference CO
+ OA.
Simple geometric relations show that the path difference Is
i'Cn- P'^^se difference 1s therefore 2iii(S-r ) = i(h-r )
Scattering from a single particle is determined by summing the phase
differences over all of the points k in the particle,
A(h) = A^(h)
,^fkexp-i(h.r.), (5.2)
where is the vector from the center of the particle to another
Figure 5.1 An illustration of scattering and interference from t
points in space (from reference [43]).
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point in the particle. This expression describes the angular scat-
tering distribution from an isolated particle.
The scattered Intensity, defined as the product of the amplitude
and Its complex conjugate, is
=A/(h)
^rf,f.cos(h.(n,-r.))
(5.3^
The solution of Equation 5.3 has been performed for particles of many
shapes [123]. The scattered intensity averaged in three dimensions
(or if a rotating particle is being observed at a fixed location) for
an isolated sphere of radius R and uniform electron density is
I(h) = yh)V^
.^^^i'jg^f^ (5.4)
where J^^^ is a half integral order Bessel function, V is the volume
of the particle and p is the electron density within the particle.
For an isolated, infinitely long uniform cylinder of radius R the
corresponding expression for scattered intensity normal to the
cylinder is
Kh, = ,^(h,v2p2 (5.5)
where is the first order Bessel function. For a lamella of
thickness L the scattered intensity perpendicular to the lamella is
1(h) = I (h)v2p2( sMhU
hL
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The three preceding expressions can be cast in ter« of a structure
factor, F(h).
Now consider scattering from a collection of Identical particles
of structure factor F(h). The expression will be
(&) = Ie(h) JJhWJW^R^, (5.7)
Where F^(h)'s describe the scattering of the particle instead of a
point, refers to the vector between particles rather than between
points within one particle, and the bar indicates an average over the
positions of the particles and the orientations of the particles. The
expression is developed by separately considering the k=j and the k^j
terms. The contribution of the k=j term is I^{h)N F^OO. The solu-
tion to the W is found by successively integrating the equation with
respect to the scattering factors, the angle between h and R, - R
J" J .
and the magnitude of R,^ - R^.. The final result is
1(h) = Ie(h)N{[F2(h) - F(h)2] - zb(r,h)cos(h.r)}
v2
Ie(tl)W)7 ^cos(h-(R^-R.)), (5.8)
where TT is the average number of particles examined, and b(r,h)
describes the correlation between positions of particles and their
orientations. Provided there is no such correlation. Equation 5.8 can
be reduced to
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where v is the average volume per particle.
For scattering from a perfectly ordered lattice, the term in the
double sum can be expressed exactly. To see how this results, refer
back to Figure 5.1. The vector h can always be defined to be normal
to the plane. Therefore, it can be expressed in terms of the Miller
indices Of the plane, (hkl). The path difference will correspond to
the relative position of the atoms when one of the atoms is shifted to
the origin, as scattering is invariant to translation in space. The
phase can then be rewritten as
A(h)aF(h)Eexp(-i{hu^.kv^.l,^)),
(5.10)
where (u^, and w^) are the atomic coordinates in the cell and the
summation is performed over all of the atoms in the cell.
The evaluation of 5.10 for specific unit cells leads to the concept
of "selection rules", i.e. rules for deciding which (hkl) reflections
will or will not be present. As an example, consider a body-centered
cubic unit cell. This cell has one atom at (0,0,0) and one in the
body center position at (V2,V2,V2). Substitution into Equation 5.9
yields, for identical atoms:
A a F{1 + exp[-7ii(h+k+l)]) (5.11)
Inspection of Equation 5.11 reveals that the scattered amplitude will
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face-centered cubic systems (the simplest and ^st cc.on lattices In
-tals) one can conclude that all reflections are allowable for sl.ple
cubic, and that Miller Indices are all even or all odd for the face-
centered cubic lattices. Redefining the lattice factor as Z(h) 1n Eq.
5.11 and substituting back Into Equation 5.9. the final equation as
applied to analysis of small angle x-ray scattering from ordered
macrolattices of block copolymers is
The scattered intensity is thus proportional to the product of
the lattice factor times the domain form factor
. This treatment
neglects paracrystall 1 ne disorder in the system (see [124]).
Qualitatively, it can be stated that paracrystal 1 ine disorder serves
to broaden the higher order lattice peaks. Quantitative application
of the theory of paracrystal s to block copolymer lattices is in
general not a fruitful endeavor, except possibly for the case of
highly ordered lamellar systems. The simpler approach manifested by
Equation 5.12 was used in the present studies.
5,3 Results and Discussion
Results of the small angle x-ray scattering experiments on
annealed star block copolymers are presented in Table 5.1. In the top
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^a1fof each
.ox the „™.er .Wen 1s the position
,1„
'nterference pea. (a^,. The „u*ens In the ,owe. pa.t of each
.ox
-present the ratios of the spacin, of the ™in Interference pea. to
subse,.ent lattice pea.s (d^/.^. d,/,^,. , ,,3,
half Of the box signifies that no weU
-developed higher order lattice
peaU «ere observed. Results Indicate that there are three classes of
scattering behavior displayed in these samples.
The first in exemplified by samples which do not exhibit any well
defined higher order lattice peaks. Because SAXS is very sensitive to
global order and block copolymer lattices (except In the case of care-
fully prepared lamellar samples) are highly paracrystal 1 ine, one can
conclude from the absence of higher order peaks that the lattice per-
fection in the material Is not highly developed. Even when samples
appear well ordered using electron microscopy, SAXS results can indi-
cate an apparent lack of order. This is due to the global averaging
over a relatively large volume. Any lattice distortions or irregu-
larities In spacings quickly damp out the higher order lattice peaks.
The second subset of samples is those which display a higher
order peak at a spacing of approximately 0.6 d . Possible
dj/d^ ratios discussed in the preceding section were: 0.707 for SC
and BCC lattices, 0.866 for FCC lattices. 0.612 for diamond cubic lat-
tices, and 0.577 for hexagonally arrayed cylinders. Comparison of
these values to experimental results indicates that this subset of
samples is In fact cylindrical, confirming the electron microscopy
results. An example of the small angle x-ray scattering pattern
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samples in Table 5.1 are collected in Appendix A.
The SAXS experiments yielded two ver, important results. Thef-st is that, although the exact cylinder to OBS boundary deter-
-nation was not possible fro. the scattering patterns, the agreement
between EM and SAXS is exact in ter.s of the morphology developed in
order pea. at
-O.ed^ were shown by to be cylindrical, and all SAXS
patterns displaying a higher pea. at
~0.84dj were shown by m to
possess the OBS morphology. This consistency is gratifying.
The second important SAXS result is that the OBS morphology is
highly ordered and has pea. ratios <,uite different from the common
cases of SC. BCC. FCC. and DC. This clearly differentiates the
cylindrical structure from the OBS structure. Aside from its impor-
tance to this study, it is felt that this result is relevant to the
general field of scattering from block copolymers as the first
reliable evidence of a block copolymer system packing in other than
SC. BCC, hexagonal, or lamellar order.
Figure 5.2 Small angle x-ray scattering pattern of annealed SI
4/30/lC sample. Calculated positions for first two
cylinder interference peaks are marked by the arrows
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Figure 5.3 Small angle x-ray scattering pattern of annealed SI
lS/30/7 sample. Calculated positions for first two FCC
peaks are marked by arrows.
CHAPTER VI
FURTHER PROBING OF THE DBS:
MECHANICAL AND SORPTION STUDIES
In this chapter the results of studies of the two phase structure
Of star block copolymers by dynamic mechanical thermal analysis and
transport measurements are presented. The goal of these studies is to
probe the continuity of each phase by means other than electron
microscopy, e.g. measurement of dynamic tensile moduli is sensitive to
polystyrene continuity while gas sorption 1s sensitive to polyisoprene
continuity.
Dynamic mechanical thermal analysis measures the real and imagi-
nary components of the elastic modulus as a function of temperature.
DMTA testing of block copolymers, which usually contain blocks
possessing greatly disparate glass transition temperatures, yields
Important information on the phase mixing, phase distribution, and
block topology of the material tested.
Gas sorption measurements involve exposure of the block copolymer
sample to an atmosphere of a small molecule such as 0^, N^, CO^. etc.
Determination of the rate of mass uptake of the sample due to dif-
fusion of the low molecular weight species into the sample enables one
to calculate a diffusion coefficient of these small molecules in the
material. Clearly, the diffusion coefficient of the composite will
be dominated by that of the continuous phase. Because polyisoprene
possesses a much larger diffusion coefficient than polystyrene, gas
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sorption stupes
.ef„, t„ ,ete™in,„,
po„1sop.e„e pH.e
'S discrete or continuous,
.ut not necessarH, U the polystyrene
phase is discrete or continuous.
6.1 DMT
A
6.1.1 Background
The use of dynamic mechanical thermal analysis is of great impor-
tance in studying the complex rheological behavior of materials in the
solid or semi-solid state (see [128] for a comprehensive review of
theory, technique, and experimental results in this field). The deve-
lopment of the theory of vi scoel asticity is required to describe the
behavior of materials whose behavior was neither like an ideal solid,
in which the strain in a material was directly proportional to the
stress applied and independent of the strain rate, and an ideal fluid,
where the strain rate in a material is proportional to the applied
stress but independent of the strain. In simplest terms, a
viscoelastic material exhibits components of behavior characteristic
to each of these limiting cases. The elastic behavior of the
material results in a storage of energy as in a simple spring, and the
viscous component is responsible for the dissipation of the energy due
to application of stress.
There are basically three types of experiments designed to quan-
tify the components of the samples' viscoelastic behavior; creep
experiments, stress relaxation experiments, and dynamic experiments
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creep experiments are designed to
.eas.re the visco.s diss1
------erg,, in US s1« for., a creep test involves
.angmg
a weight on the sample (I.e. a constant applied load) and measuring
the strain as a function of time. The proportionality constant bet-
In a stress relaxation experiment a fixed strain Is applied Instan-
taneously to the material under investigation and the stress is
measured as a function of time. The relaxation modulus relates the
strain to the rate of stress decay.
The third kind of experiments are dynamic experiments. As the
name Implies, this test involves a cyclic (usually sinusoidal) appli-
cation of strain. As alluded to above, the complex viscoelastic beha-
vior can be decomposed into its elastic and viscous components. The
elastic component will result in a sinusoidally varying stress with
time which will be exactly in phase with the applied, sinusoidally
varying, strain on the material. The viscous component will result in
quite different although no more complicated behavior. Because the
stress induced in a purely viscous material is proportional to the
strain rate, the stress observed will be a sinusoidal function with
time if a sinusoidal strain is applied, but will be 90° out of phase
with the strain. A viscoelastic material will have a phase angle bet-
ween 0° and 90°. A modulus can be assigned to each component of the
viscoelastic behavior; the in-phase and 90° out-of-phase moduli are
designated G' and G" respectively (or E' and E", if tensile testing Is
performed rather than shear). The loss tangent, tan 6, 1s defined as
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elastic
.ehavion. „,ne values d.ca unit, are in.cative
viscous behavior.
An interesting feature of the behavior of po1..er1c materials 1s
their drastic change of properties as a function of temperature par-
t.cular,, in the vicinity of the glass transition temperature. Beiow
their glass transition temperature, polymeric materials are very stiff
and brittle. Above Tg. the modulus of the material Is much lower, and
the material can exhibit rubbery or liguld-liKe behavior, depending on
its molecular weight.
Dynamic mechanical thermal analysis (DMTA) measures G' and G'" of
a material as a function of temperature. If the material tested is a
block copolymer sample containing blocks of widely varying glass tran-
sition temperatures, DMTA can provide information about phase mixing,
distribution of phases within the material and block topology. Phase
mixing, "dilution" of component A with component B and vice versa, is
evidenced as a shifting of the glass transitions of the pure phases
towards the glass transition temperature of the other component. This
type of behavior was seen by Tsukahara et al . [130] in studies of
tapered (i.e. containing purposely interspersed units of monomers of A
and B at the junction between the blocks) styrene-isoprene diblock
copolymers comprised of equal amounts of both components.
DMTA is also able to distinguish between glassy or rubber phase
continuity in glassy-rubbery-glassy triblock systems in which com-
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-,n, t.e
.stH.ut1on Of phases. In ,ene.,
. ,ste. containing
Perat..e ,„odu11 c.arcte.lstic of a vulcanized nubben (app.ox1.ate,.
1.3 MPa Cnn, because of the
.einfoncin, action of the poVst..ene
domains as physical (as opposed to che.lcal, crosslinks. s.ste« In
which a glassy
.atrix phase contains discrete rubber domains win have
roon, temperature ™odu,1 (3.3 GPa [131]) Cose to (but diminished fro.)
those of the pure glass, component. The ratio of the room temperature
polystyrene modulus to polylsoprene modulus, greater than 2000, should
readily allow identification of the continuous phase. Figure 6.1
(adapted from reference [132], see also Figure 1 in reference [133])
shows the results of calculations of the tensile modulus of rubber
continuous and glass continuous composite systems using the unmodified
Kerner equation and based on "sel f-consistenf models. The drastic
difference in modulus depending on the continuous phase is clearly
seen. At 70 volume percent rubber, which Is close to the values
studied in this thesis, the difference In the logarithms of the com-
posite modulus is approximately 2.6. The model used to generate the
curves in Figure 6.1 assumes dispersed, spherical domains and repre-
sents (close to) the lower bound of the effect of adding fillers, but
nevertheless provides a first order approximation of the effect of
rubber- or glass-phase continuity for the morphologies studied herein.
For the less common (because of their lack of commercial utility)
case of rubber-glass-rubber triblock systems, the glassy domains
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still act as sites at which different rh ••J'T^reren chains aggreqate hut n« ido they act as physical crosslinks To h""I'nk . Consider the case of discrete
glassy domains in a rubbery matrix Th,-, ^
--highly mobile
,at
.oom temperature, and depen-
7 weight, r^bber chains are not constrained from
"-^.oin, ion. ran,e molec.ar rearrangements by a network of ,lassy
AUho.h the rubber chain is anchored at one end. the other
-
free to change its conformation in response to an applied
stress. Morphologies characterised by discrete rubber domains in a
9'assymatri.„in.,3in the corresponding case of glassy-rubbery-
glassy triblock systems, show room temperature moduli Cose to those
Of the pure glassy polymer and a rubbery loss peak proportional to its
volume content in the block. Bicontinuous rubber-glass-rubber morpho-
logies Should display a high room temperature elastic modulus because
Of the glassy phase continuity. Lastly, diblock copolymers should
behave Just as rubber-glass-rubber triblocks of identical morphology
and composition because of the inability of the glassy domains to pre-
vent large scale rearrangements of the rubbery blocks in both cases.
Because of their commercial importance, the vast majority of
mechanical studies on triblock copolymers have been on the glass-
rubber-glass type. The effect on morphology of casting triblock
copolymer SIS films (aproximately 30% polystyrene) from a polystyrene-
preferential solvent has been discussed earlier; it will serve to pro-
mote connectivity between the polystyrene domains. Various workers
[33,134,135] have seen the effect on dynamic mechanical behavior as
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wen. The enhanced polystyrene connectivity manifests itself as a
less severe decrease in storage modulus when scanning up in te.-
Perature through the glass transition of the polyisoprene phase.
Also shown in the work of Masato et al
. [46] and Kotaka et al
.
[135] is the effect of changing the composition from 30% S to 80% S
This has relatively little effect on the positions of the polyisoprene
and polystyrene glass transitions, but a large effect on the modulus
in the plateau region between the two Tg's. Specifically, increasing
the length of the polystyrene block in the SIS triblock copolymer will
cause an increase in the plateau modulus from that of pure poly-
isoprene. This trend continues, of course, until the modulus value of
pure polystyrene is approached when the block copolymer contains very
short polyisoprene blocks and very long polystyrene blocks. Solvent
effects have also been seen in tensile tests of cast films [33,135].
In this case, casting SBS (28 wt% polystyrene) triblock films from a
polyisoprene-preferential solvent results in discrete polystyrene
domains in a rubbery matrix, and the stress-strain curve is typical of
a crosslinked rubber. The material has a fairly low initial modulus
and a steadily increasing stress as the strain is increased. On the
other hand, the same samples when cast from a polystyrene-preferential
solvent show a high degree of connectivity between the polystyrene
domains. This is manifested in the stress-strain curve as a yield
point and visible neck at low strains followed by a constant drawing
stress level as strain is increased, strongly suggestive of the
necking and drawing behavior of semicrystal 1 ine systems.
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As the aforementioned studies clearly demonstrate, various
aspects Of the nature of mi crophase-separation can be readily
distinguished using dynamic mechanical thermal analysis. The studies
described in the following section are designed to investigate the
continuity of the star block copolymer morphologies based on these
foundations of DMTA/morphology relationships.
6.1.2 Results and discussion
Details pertaining to equipment and experimental technique were
presented earlier. DMTA was performed on the series of samples given
1n Table 3.1, for both unannealed and annealed samples. The major
interest was in the annealed samples as these samples are more repre-
sentative of the equilibrium state of the material, but unannealed
samples were tested to help assess the effect of the annealing
treatment. As illustrations, plots of log E' vs. T and tan 6 vs. T
for the unannealed samples 12/30/7 and 18/30/7 are given in Figures
6.2 and 6.3, and the corresponding plots for the annealed samples are
shown in Figures 6.4 and 6.5. Plots for the remaining annealed samples
are given in Appendix B.
Because of sample clamping problems as the glass transition tem-
perature of polystyrene was approached, the data were only reliable
(and reproducible) between
-90°C and 70°C. However, this range of
temperatures enables the behavior of the polyisoprene transition to be
studied, and the interpretation of the distribution of phases in terms
of this behavior.
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PO>.d1e„e-po„styrene tn1.,oc. copo,..ers. A ,lassy pUteau ,n ,o,
-
seen at temperatures below the glass transition temperature of
.oth
perature is increased, the glass transition temperature of the
polyisoprene is reached and the material exhibits a sharp drop in the
real component of the modulus and a maximum in the loss tangent. Near
room temperature the material has log E' and tan 5 values of a typical
crosslin.ed rubber due to the action of the glassy polystyrene domains
as physical crosslinks. Raising the temperature further causes the
polystyrene domains to eventually soften and flow. At this point,
acquisition of reliable data using this apparatus becomes very dif-
ficult because the sample can no longer be securely gripped.
The Alog E' vs. tan 6 curves for the annealed 12/30/7 sample are
1n good agreement with SBS triblocks of similar composition presented
in the literature. In particular, the drop of Mog E' of just over 2
on passing through the isoprene Tg (a decrease in modulus by a factor
of over 100!) corresponds well with typical values reported for
triblock systems having a morphology consisting of discrete glassy
domains embedded in a rubbery matrix. The behavior of the 18/30/7
sample departs from the norm, however, showing a drop in modulus of
"only" a factor of 10. This vastly different behavior clearly
distinguishes the cylindrical samples from the OBS samples. This dif-
ference must be explained in light of what is known about this sample
in terms of its molecular architecture, preparation, etc.
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As mentioned at the beginning of this section thp
^ .
, e magnitude int^e d.op ,n eumc as the „ass t.ansU,„n te.pe.at„.e o. t.e
Pol.dlene p.ase ts t.ve.sea can p.ov,.e
.nfo^ation a.o. the connect.vn. Of the Phases hecause ,t ,,ves an
,-n.,-cat1on of the re,atWe
contributions of the nuh.en, and glass, phases to the load-heaMng
capacity of the «ter1a,. Given In Tables 6.1 and 6.2 are values of
MogE' and tan 6 for the unannealed and annealed samples
respectively. Perusal of the table reveals that the mechanical beha-
vior of the samples does not change 1n a uniform manner wUhln a
series of arm numbers or molecular weights; there are fairly abrupt
transitions between behavior characteristic of a polystyrene-discrete
material and a polystyrene-continuous material which depend in a
complicated fashion on both arm number and molecular weight. To pro-
vide a more graphic display of the effects just discussed, the data In
Tables 6.1 and 6.2 are plotted In Figures 6.6-6.9.
6.1.2.1 7.000 molecular weight series. Consider Figure 6.8,
which shows the effect of arm number on MogE' for two different
molecular weights of annealed samples. The 7,000 MW series shows two
distinct regions of behavior: a large drop In modulus for samples with
12 arms and less, and a small drop In modulus for samples with 18
arms
.
This behavior has been shown in the literature to result from
either Increasing the amount of polystyrene in the sample or by
casting the film from a polystyrene preferential solvent to promote
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Table 6.1
Table 6.2
Table of ALog E' and tan 6 (at TO for th a^''^ ig ) the Annealed Sample
Sampl
e
2/30/7
4/30/7
8/30/7
12/30/7
18/30/7
2/30/10
4/30/10
8/30/10
12/30/10
18/30/10
4/30/30
12/30/30
18/30/30
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— - - sa™p,es conta. 30 wt
. p„„3t..ne
Polystyrene connectivity can be promoted by casting fro. a
polystyrene preferential solvent, but the c..m„„ ,>•. mi m asting solvent chosen
(toluene) is .no„n to act non-preferential
,y and the sa™e solvent
„as
-edforal, ofthesa^ples. Casting fil.s <,.,cUy. i.e. „„der
highly non-eq.iiibriu. conditions, can also severely li.it the
systems, ability to phase separate, resulting in highly interconnected
nonequilibriu. structures. This could also explain the observed
behavior. The careful sa.ple preparation techniques used in this
study eliminate that possibility as well. Slow solvent casting and
thorough annealing in vacuum at elevated temperatures should be fairly
effective in driving the syste. towards its thermodynamic equilibrium.
This leaves one possibility; that the behavior is due to an
equilibrium bicontinuous structure in the 18/30/7 sample! This expla-
nation is consistent with the results given in Chapters 4 and 5. where
1t was seen that there was a distinct morphological transition from
cylinders of PS in a PI matrix for samples with 12 or less arms, to
the OBS (Ordered Bicontinuous Structure) morphology for the 18-armed
sample in the 7,000 molecular weight series.
6.1.2.2 10,000 molecular weight series. Additional evidence
that the formation of a bicontinuous network is indeed responsible for
the transition in mechanical behavior is seen in the DMTA curves for
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the 10,000 MW sprip<: ^
-e.e a. two
.istlnct
.eg1o„s Of
.ehavlo.
.e.e
the transition from rubbery to nlssMr k ^j- p a tK behavior occurs between 4 and 8
anns. Once again, the
.echanica, behavior as measured by DMTA is in
900d agreement with the change in ^rphology based upon the electron
-croscopic studies and the SAXS studies. I would like to re
emphasize the point that electron microscopy has shown that the order
'n the annealed 7,000 and 10.000 MW series is quite well developed so
that the mechanical behavior seen is not an artifact of the sample
preparation techniques.
6.1.2.3 30,000 molecular weight series. Assessment of the
effect Of arm number at constant arm molecular weight is more proble-
matical in this series because there are only three different samples.
More to the point, electron microscopy has shown that the 12/30/30 and
18/30/30 samples, even after annealing, are rather disordered, and
therefore conclusions concerning the equilibrium phase-separated
structure based on these DMTA results cannot be drawn.
6.1.2.4 Effect of molecular weight. Review of Table 6.2 will
also reveal trends in AlogE^ vs. MW (as opposed to arm number) con-
sistent with the morphologies observed by electron microscopy. That
is, samples possessing the same arm number and morphology also possess
comparable values of AlogE^ (e.g. 2.35. 2.25 for 2/30/7 and 2/30/10,
2.20, 1.85 and 1.80 for 4/30/7. 4/30/10. and 4/30/30, and 1.00, 1.10
and 0.75 for 18/30/7, 18/30/10 and 18/30/30). Samples possessing the
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ces ,n .logE^ values
,2..0 for 8/30/7 c.n„.Hcal sa.p,e vs. 1.3S for
8/30/10 OBS sa™p,e. ana 2.10 for the 12/30/; cynn.Mca, sample vs
1.30 for the 12/30/10 OBS sa.ple). The sa.e behavlo. is observed in
the tan
.
vs. plots (F,>.es 5.6 and 6.8) at constant a™ number
It Should be noted that when DMTA was performed on the unannealed
samples, evidence suggested cylinder to wagon wheel transitions bet-
ween 4 and 8 anas for the 10,000 MW series and between 4 and 12 ar.s
for the 30.000 m series In agreement with electron microscopy, but a
corresponding transition between 8 and 12 ar.s for the 7.000 MW
series. This inconsistency with electron microscopy was cleared up
when the annealed samples were tested, reaffirming the necessity of
s^udj^ing equilibrium morphologies.
6-2 Transport Studies
6.2.1 Background
The phenomenon of diffusion is one of motion of a species from an
environment of high chemical potential to an environment of low chemi-
cal potential. The rate at which this process occurs is proportional
to the diffusion coefficient D. The value of the diffusion coef-
ficient will depend on the nature of both the diffusing species and
the host material. The expression describing (in one dimension) the
relationship between the net flux of diffusing material and the
concentration gradient (3c/3x) is Pick's first law,
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0 =
-D^
" (6.1)
F^crs second U„ states that the t1.e rate of concentration change
(ac/H, is proportional to the first derivative of the concentration
gradient,
" (6.2)
Before performing the sorption experiments presented In this
Chapter. It was necessary to ascertain that Pick's laws were obeyed
for diffusion of gases Into pure polylsoprene and pure polystyrene.
This behavior was Indeed observed, as sorption and desorptlon curves
were superl.posable for 0,. and CO^ gases 1n polylsoprene and
polystyrene.
If Pick's laws hold, the effective diffusion coefficient may be
calculated from the sorption curve for a particular geometry [136].
Plane sheets were used in this study as offering a convenient compro-
mise between ease of sample preparation (sheets are easily prepared
and the morphology is preserved) and experimental run times (powder is
fastest but preservation of the morphology during preparation of the
powder is doubtful). The solution of M(t) may be calculated three
ways. The half-time method uses t^^ the value of time at which the
sample has gained half of its eventual mass gain. In the initial
slope method. D can be calculated from the initial slope of a plot of
sample mass vs. t
.
The moment method relies on a time integration
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over the entire sorption curve to calculate D An><-uiat u. ll three methods were
used to check the consistency of the results.
6.2.2 Results and discussion
The results of sorption studies on pure polystyrene, pure
polyisoprene. annealed and unannealed 4/30/10 and annealed 18/30/10
are presented in Table 6.3. As stated earlier, the diffusion of
gases in pure polyisoprene is much faster (^35 times) than in pure
polystyrene. Calculations using the half time method give ratios in
the diffusion coefficients of approximately 23. 38, and 30 for CO^.
O2 and respectively. This will allow unambiguous determination ^of
the question of polyisoprene continuity. The results quite clearly
and consistently show, for virtually all combinations of permeant
and calculation methods, that the diffusion coefficient in the block
copolymers is consistent with a polyi soprene-continuous structure.
One can draw this conclusion for two reasons: 1) the diffusion coef-
ficient in the block copolymers is over a factor of ten larger than
for pure polystyrene, and 2) the value of the diffusion coefficient in
the 4/30/10 (cylindrical) sample, which is known to be polyisoprene-
continuous, is virtually identical to the value for the 18/30/10 (OBS)
sample. These results indicate that: 1) the polyisoprene is con-
tinuous in the cylindrical morphology (not unexpected) and 2) the OBS
also shows polyisoprene continuity. The latter result is an important
fact must be considered when a solution of the OBS structure is pro-
posed.
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Table 6.3
Polyisoprene
Initial H;<if . • .
method
Polystyrene cn^ 4^3 ^ ^^.g
O2 1.2 X 10-7 ^'^ ^ JO 7 5.3 X in-^
N2 4.2 X 10-8
I
0-8 1-3 x lO'^
X 10 4.6 X 10^
CO2
1.1 X 10"^
'^2 1.5 X 10-6
^
SI 4/30/10 cOp 7.2 X 10-7 , 7
unannealed 02 9.1 x 10-7 I'l ^ JO'; 7.9 x lO'^
N2 5.2 X 10-7 I'l
^ 0 7 1.2 x 10"^
6.0 X 10 8.1 X 10-7
SI 4/30/10 COp 6 7 X 10-7 . 7
annealed
ol l\9 x 10-7 ^ j.^-l ^.3 x lO'^
N2 5.1 X 10-7 I'l
^ 0 7 1.3 X lO'^
6.8 X 10 6.9 X 10"7
SI 18/30/10 COp 6 9 X 10-7 . 7
annealed
^ \l, 7.1 x lO-^ 8.9 x lo;
'2 ^ 10-7
I
).4 X loj
CHAPTER VII
AN ELECTRON MICROSCOP. STUDV OF THE OBS SA^PUS
7.1 introduction
Chapters IV and V showed EM and ^ayqen bAXS evidence fnr fh« *
two
.1n.s oT o..e. ao.a.
.c.st.c..es at el l
^
^
constant composition
.epen. on ™..e. oT a.s . t.e
.a. a.
..e
.o,eLa/
Z^TT .csco. .a. a s.,e ..p..,
-
-.„„.e.s
.as
.ee„.o™..o.
sa.p,es o. M,.
„o,ec.a.
.t,..
and a™ „u.,er. and to determine the nature of that onder
-ess^ent oT s.ne.atic projections obtained contnoHed t1,t1n,
experiments.
The Oleographs shown In Chapter IV were chosen to lUustrate the
'^ea, areas present 1n the
.Uroto^ed
s™aU areas of par-
scalar,, wen-deve,oped order were Isolated and photographed. What
was not Shown, hut is h1gh„ informative, is the appearance of the
section over relatively Urge (tens of microns) regions. Three such
^icrographs are presented in Figures 7.1. ;.3.
".icrographs are of OBS samples while the latter exa.plifies the typi-
cal appearance of a sample possessing cylindrical order.
There are two main features of Figures 7.1 and 7.2 to highlight.
The first is that there are grains present which exhibit neither wagon
wheel or cylindrical projections. The nature of these other struc-
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Micrograph showing the general appearance of a typical
section of the OBS morphology (SI 18/30/10).
Figure 7.2 Micrograph showing the general appearance of a typical
section of the OBS morphology (SI 18/30/10).
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Figure 7.3 Micrograph showing the general appearance of a typical
section of the cylindrical morphology (SI 4/30/7).
tures will be discussed later in the chapter. The second point is
that, while the cylindrical sample pictured in Figure 7.3 contains
large areas of high contrast projections, a significant area of the
i^age is occupied by uniformly gray patches. Conversely, the OBS
samples in Figures 7.1 and 7.2 are comprised almost entirely of small,
high contrast grains. Assuming that the grains in both samples
possess nominally random relative orientations with respect to the
film surface, one may therefore deduce that the OBS structure is
endowed with more symmetry elements than the cylindrical sample.
That is. if one choses a direction at random, it is more likely that a
high contrast projection will be seen in the OBS sample.
It is thus quite clear that the wagon wheel morphology is fun-
damentally different from cylindrical order. It is also a good deal
more complex in terms of the number of different projected structures
observed and in the more subtle gradations of contrast within those
structures. Problems of a similar nature have been encountered in
various scientific fields of endeavor employing electron microscopy.
As a result, the techniques for transforming a set of 2-dimensional
images to a 3-dimensional structure are quite advanced. A discussion
of 3-D image reconstruction is given in the next section.
7.2 Introduction to Three-Dimensional Image Reconstruction
This section is meant to introduce the reader to the general prin-
cipals of 3-D image reconstruction. For comprehensive overviews on
this topic, the reader is referred to recent monographs by Underwood
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^37.138]. Three tecHn1,.es Win
.e.-scusse.. The first two. serial
sectioning and direct reconstruction, use i.a.es directly fro. the
electron microscope and are performed without the aid of extensive
computational analysis. The third technique involves digitizing ima-
ges and generating and recombining Fourier transforms to produce three
dimensional density maps of the structure.
7.2.1 Serial sectioning
As discussed earlier, images produced using an electron
microscope represent the three-dimensional density distributions pro-
jected onto two dimensions along the optic axis of the microscope.
Whereas the direct reconstruction technique seeks to exploit this
overlap if the structure in the film is highly ordered, serial sec-
tioning trys to avoid the overlap problem.
Briefly, serial sectioning is defined as microtoming thin sections
from the sample to be studied and examining the shapes and positions
of the features in the cut as a function of the depth of the cut. It
is obviously important to produce very thin cuts and to preserve the
sequence of the cuts! A key to interpreting the structure is a
knowledge that the surface curvature of the object (i.e. domain) in
the sample will determine its relative change in shape. That is, pro-
jected areas of concave surfaces will decrease as the depth increases,
while surfaces of convex curvature will behave in an opposite manner.
This is illustrated schematically in Figures 7.4a. b, c (from
reference [139]) and Figure 7.4d (from reference [140]). Careful
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h.9h,y developed sense of perspective in the e„enta,Ut,, is
requ,red to reconstruct the three-di™ens1ona, structure.
>n the figures above, this method «s applied to isolated bodies
-
space Of arbitrary shape. However, seria, sectioning can also be
applied to high,, ordered sa.ples possessing
.any sy.etry elements
An excellent example of the implementation of serial sectioning to a
structural problem in plant biology was demonstrated by Gunning
,n
1965 The structure, an interconnected simple cubic lattice
displays (in a flOO] orientation) a regular array of saddle-shaped'
surfaces and hollow tubes which allowed a fairly straightforward
reconstruction of the three-dimensional (bicontinuous by the way!)
structure. Figure 7.5 contains three serial sections of the sample,
and Figure 7.6 shows the model proposed. Let the reader beware,
however, that exceedingly rigid samples (realized in this Instance by
glutaraldehyde fixing, osmium tetroxide staining and infiltrating with
epoxy) are needed both to allow very thin samples to be microtomed and
to minimize deformation in the sample during the cutting process.
7.2.2 Direct reconstruction
The principal and utility of the direct reconstruction tech-
nique is in marked contrast to the serial sectioning technique pre-
viously discussed. Instead of using the thinnest possible sections to
solve structural problems by striving to avoid overlap within the
sample, the direct reconstruction technique as applied to ordered
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Figure 7.5 Fxanpip of serial sectioning of a leaf ^from reference
L 1 -5 1 ] )
.
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-cncattices 1„ „oc. copo..ers e.p,o1ts the o.eHap.
,et .e .
-P-sUe t.e point that oveMap
,s ano.a.e/.esi.e. on,. . sa^p^es
possessing high,, ordered structures. For this situation ti,ting
experiments in the electron microscope «i„ a„ow differentiation
between various t.pes of constructive overlap genera,,, associated
«Uh low order projections of the «cro 'lattice image.
-
As an illustration of this approach the top ha,f of Figure 7 7
Shows incident beam directions, along the [OlT], COOT] and [llT]
directions of the BCC unit cell. The resulting projections are
distinct from one another in terms of the symmetry elements present
dimensions of the projected unit cells and the angles between axes of
the projected unit cell. Not only do the individual projections
differ from each other, but the set of projections distinguishes this
lattice from the simple cubic and face-centered cubic lattices.
Unfortunately, structures entailing substantially more complexity are
proportionately difficult to solve!
7.2.3 Recombination of Fourier transforms
The method of three-dimensional image reconstruction by recom-
bination of Fourier transforms Is the most complex yet most powerful
of the three techniques. Pioneered by Nobel prize winner Klug and co-
workers ([142,143], see also [144] for a detailed review), this tech-
nique is based on the principal that the Fourier transform from each
2-0 projection will comprise a central plane in reciprocal space.
Combinations of the transforms of different 2-D projections will allow
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Figure 7.7 Schematic showing the synthesis of a three-dimensional
BCC lattice from several projected images. FF
indicates a Fourier transformation.
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the t..ee-a,-.ens1ona,
.cip.oca, space to be const.cte. (see t.e
.ottorn half of Figure 7.7).
The process begins wtth the digUi.ation of the l.ages and
--sfer Of the optical densit. data to the computer. The 3.„ Po„rier
transformation of the n^n^or•^o,^n projected image is given by
F(X.Y.O)
= / / (/p(x,y.z,)dz)exp(2Tri(xX-.yY))dxdy
(7.1)
Where P(X,y.O) is the Pourier transform and /p(x,y,z)dz 1s the pro-
jected specimen density (proportional to the log of the optical den-
suy Of the micrograph). Repeating this process for a series of known
specimen tilts will allow the three-dimensional Fourier transform to
be constructed, since tilt of the real space lattice will correspond
exactly to a tilt in the reciprocal space lattice. The Fourier trans-
form thus created can be noi se-f i 1 tered, frequency filtered, rota-
tionally filtered, and otherwise enhanced numerically before
reconstructing the image by a second Fourier inversion.
In summary, each of the techniques has advantages as well as
disadvantages. Serial sectioning and direct reconstruction do not
require the substantial array of hardware and software needed to use
the method of transforms. On the other hand, serial sectioning is
applicable only to very stiff (and well behaved!) samples, and both of
the first two techniques discussed possess decreasing utility as the
complexity of the object is increased.
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7.3 Resints_ajTd__D^^
7.3.1 Introduction
Methods Of 3-D stnuctura, dete™i„ation have Just been
W^at a.e the. app,Ua.nu.s to the s.ste.s
.sc.se.
.tMs thesuT Of the th.ee has,c techniques of seria, sectioning
d.rect reconstruction and reconstruction by transforms, direct
reconstruction was the technique of choice. App, icahi , it, of serial
sectioning is ii.ited to very rigid sa.ples fron, which very thin
flat, repeatable sections can be reiiably
.icroto.ed. This is indeed
the case for so.e biological systems such as the one discussed earlier
Which can be fixed, stained, epoxy-i.pregnated. etc. The bloc, copo-
lymer systems studied in this thesis are „ch more difficult samples
to work with because of their high content of a very soft material,
i.e. 70 wt% polyisoprene having a glass transition temperature of
approximately
-6a"C. Cooling the sample below this tempeature before
microtoming imparts sufficient rigidity for usable sections to be cut.
but other steps must be taken in the quest for very thin (< 500 A)
sections.
Another route to stiffening polydiene-containing samples is the
osmium tetroxide prehardening technique. The use of osmium tetroxide
as discussed in Chapter III was performed after the sections were cut
solely to provide adequate contrast in the electron microscope. To
properly preharden a sample with OsO^ before microtoming the following
procedure is performed. The sample is embedded in epoxy, trimmed
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and then placed In a solution of os.i.. tetnoxide 1n water for several
days. The sa.ple is ne.oved, carefull, washed with waten for
.e.oval
Of excess OsO,, p,,,ed in the
.Icnoto.e. and the Moc. face ca.ef.ll,
contoured using the tri..ing block in the
.icroto.e to produce the
final cutting face. The sa.ple is then again placed in the os.iu.
tetroxide solution for several days. After removal and washing, one
has a hard sa.ple ready for
.icroto.ing. This technique was used with
good success to produce thin (^500 A) non-serial sections.
7.3.2 Results from prehardened samples
Figure 7.8 is a micrograph of an annealed SI 18/30/10 sample
microtomed using the osmium tetroxide prehardening technique (all
micrographs of the prehardened sample kindly supplied by Dave Kinning).
These sections are sufficiently thin that constructive overlap of the
domain structure to produce the five familiar high contrast projec-
tions is rarely seen. Quite readily apparent are the branched and
interconnected polystyrene regions embedded in the polyisoprene
matrix. In the thinnest sections we are essentially seeing the
building blocks of the lattice. These sections produce direct visual
0^ the bicontinuity of the sample determined indirectly from
DMTA and sorption measurements!
Figures 7.9, 7.10 and 7.11 are higher magnification images of the
types of structures seen in these very thin samples. In Figure 7.9 a
serpentine polystyrene structure is shown. There are three distinct
Figure 7.8
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.1*
Figure 7.9
1^1^^
J'^gnification micrograph of a "serpentine" structurein a tmn OBS section (SI 18/30/10).
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Figure 7.10
Tn^^l
.^,^9nification micrograph of "tetrahedral " structurei a thin OBS section (SI 18/30/10).
igure 7.11 High magnification micrograph of a "toroidal" structure
in a thin OBS section (SI 18/30/10).
— 1n t.-s
..est
...espo. to p.o-
sections throu,. t.e p.. Isoprene p.ase. the
.e.lons a.
..e to
s>.nar structure 1s seen.
,„ this i.age. probab,, due to a slight
Change in orientation, the gray areas seen in the preceeding i.age
have been connected together whiie the out of plane polystyrene rods
have been isolated. The structure rese.bles toroids of polyisoprene
«Uh polystyrene centers in a polystyrene
.atrix (note that
overlapping two of these layers would result in the wagon wheel pro-
jection {recall Figure 4.2)).
In Figure 7.11 the boundary between a serpentine structure and a
highly branched structure is shown. This example shows how a morpho-
logy which one could arguably call discrete {the serpentine) is
clearly seen to be bicontinuous when rotated slightly. What is not
seen in the serpentine projection is the nature of the connectivity
from the out of plane polystyrene rods. Another point to be made is
that there are literally no projections in the sectioned prehardened
sections which appear to possess discrete domains in a continuous
matrix. Projections seen in the thicker sections can appear to be
discrete (e.g. the hexagonal structure, and in some instances the
square structure). Because overlap between domains is lessened as the
film thickness approaches the domain dimension, the thinner the sec-
tion the less connected the domains should appear, assuming discrete
domauis_. The highly connected appearance in the thinner sections is
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Strong evidence for bicontinuity.
F'Sure 7.12 is included to sho« the transitin .
- ^ *e,
.ejection
^
1s the series of i„t
'''''
'™9eO interconnected tetrahedrall, shaped structures rt^e overall
'density level „e
.now the left side of thticker. Fonowing the structure f •
'
°'
"'^^"^-P'' -
Sitlonf .
"3^'
'° '^ft, the smooth tran-
results fro,„ thKkness changes alone, and
not orientational effects ,
7i2asr
'''^ hand Side Of Figures„ce sectioned f.o. «ithin the wagon Wheel p.o,ection.
^-BSt.pe..pho,og..
Distributed throughout
e i.ages are units of three polystyrene rods separated by angles of120
.
wh,ch
,s the projected (along one of the rods, angular separa-te of fou. tetradedrally coordinated polystyrene rods.
. possible
-^e, incorporating this feature is presented later in this chapter.
7.3.3 Results from thick sections
The majority of the electron microscopy studies used moderately
thtck samples to generate a series of tilted images. Provided ade-
quate order is achieved through the casting and annealing process,
constructive overlap of domains CWcro-atoms") in various
crystal lographic directions should prove an asset instead of a liabi-
I1ty to image interpretation. Several different high contrast projec-
tions were seen in the microtomed sections. Initially, attempts were
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Figure 7.12 High magnification micrograph of a transition from a
tetrahedral structure (upper left) to a "wagon wheel"(lower right) structure with increasing film thickness
in an OBS section (SI 18/30/10).
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made to solve the in-*n 3-D structure based solely o„ ,h=
Jectfon because of its fre„U quency of occurence in the sections its
^elat,vel, high degree of sy^etry and its prior .
-^"-"-::n::trr^^^^^^^
appearance of the «agon «heel projection resulted fro. electron
betters, containing 30 „t. PS and an ar™
.olecular weight of nooo.
7.3.4 Model of FCC spheres of polyisoprene
The first explanation of the wagon wheel proiecti.n^ '"^ei j o was proposedHandle. al.i„ CUa:. Hgure M3 contains an i.age of
the wagon wheel projection. What features are there with which the
proposed
.odel
.ust be consistent^ One sees that the structure
appears to consist of a dar. (polyisoprene) background laced with
polystyrene domains. The i.age shows three-fold sy^etry. and the
polystyrene has a very particular arrangement; in plane "rods" e^e-
nating from a roughly hexagonal array of central nodes. In fact
there is a guite regular pattern i„ the number of rods seen to emenate
from the nodes. Proceeding from point 1 to point 2 in Figure 7.13
the number of arms radiating from the nodes is seen to follow the
'
sequence 6-3-3-6-3-3-etc.
The first proposed model was an FCC arrangement of polyisoprene
spheres in a polystyrene matrix [146]. A schematic illustration of
this model structure (two layers thick) as viewed along the [111]
direction is shown in Figure 7.14. The dark regions in the micrograph
» 4 . *
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Figure 7.14 Two overlapped layers of hexagonally close-packed spheres.
correspond to overlapping
spheres of OsO st,,- .
yidnce, this model seem<; tn ^ivr^^ •
f ,
''P^'^"
°^ the wagon wheenfeatures quife wpII in.i ^-q ^- ell, including the 6-3-3 node sequence i.
. 1.... r.„..
„.
„^
Sites should actually- be darker th;,„ th
n ^
octahedral sites in the model(inconsistent with Figure 7 13. th» s ." /.13, e 6-armed node (octahedral sites)
-
-^er). but would not necessarily he darker than the regions of
"
-— on these observations, the
-P'e FCC model of majority component pol.isoprene spheres in the
-orit. component polystyrene matrix appears untenable. Transport
evidence for polyisoprene continuity also suggests that the structure
does not consist of discrete PI domains.
In an effort to further test tho err j ,
'^^'^ """ie'. samples containing a
higher fraction of polystyrene (40% and 50%) were prepared (SI
18/40/10 and SI 18/50/10). It was thought that by increasing the PS
content the basic structure could be preserved, and if the structure
actually did consist of polyisoprene spheres in a polystyrene
.atrix
then adding polystyrene would separate the spheres further. The for-
mation of a similar but more "open" wagon wheel projection would pro-
vide a powerful argument for the FCC model. The experiment was not
7.16)^
""^"^ ^'^^ f^^gures 7.15 and
^0 -eviate t.e p.Me™ a„o.o,o.s„ M,.
.......
wn. repUce t.e po„1sop.ene sp.e.es ce.e.a on PCC sUes I
--9e..-s.ape. connector a,1,„e. a,on, the <U0>
.actions ofcontact. Although this will result in h..f
, ,
' "^"^'^ ^S'-eement with the wagon
wheel projection, the structure is still . .
.
'"^q-'ate to explain the
other projections.
7.3.5 Bicontinuous diamond structure «del
Thus far, the discussion of the possible structure has been
'nfor.at,on available, na.el. the other high s.^etr. projections seen
'n Figures 7.1 and 7.2. A fundamental question arises: are the
various structures In Figures 7.1 and 7.2 different morphologies or
are they si.pl, different projections of the same morphology. There
are basically five high contrast projections consistently visible.
These are illustrated in Figures 7.17 to 7.21. For the sake of
convenience, these structures will be referred to as the "wagon
wheel." "square," "barber pole," "hexagonal." and "cellular"
projections, respectively.
A fairly simple experiment to answer the question posed above is
to perform a systematic tilt series in an area possessing several of
Figure 7.15 Micrograph of lamellae in an as-cast SI 18/40/10 sample.
Figure 7.16 Micrograph of lamellae in an as-cast SI 18/50/10 sample
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Figure 7.17 Micrograph of the wagon wheel projection of the OBS
(SI 18/30/10).
Figure 7.18 Micrograph of the square projection of the OBS
(SI 18/30/10).
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Figure 7.19 Micrograph of the barber pole projection of the OBS
(SI 18/30/10).
*f.^ 1 J-
V- 'J" >>--^>v^ -'* • » .K • m -
"
•
•.»>'*
'T- * * ^- * y «. V
V V •»
V 1,.*>Vt%. »•»
.
.20 J^^j^^^f^aph^of the hexagonal projection of the OBS
Figure 7.21 Micrograph of the cellular projection of the OBS
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the structures listed Tf i-h«
tK, ,
'^"'^^ P^''^'^'^''"" be transformed t<he wagon wheel DroiPrf-T^n ..-up jectio , the wagon wheel to the hexagonal etc
-nu win he pro.en that an projections helong to the sale pa;;nt
"-ture. several examples of the transformations ohser.ed h.
t.'ting are presented ,n fig.res to follow, m each case, the axis of
'n^'catea h. the solid hlacMlne, and the angle of rotation
about this axis Is given. The "grain boundaries" (regions at which
the orientation of the particular pacing mode changes ahruptly, of
the grain of interest are outlined.
Figures 7.22 and 7.23 Illustrate the transformation of the square
projection into the wagon wheel projection. Figures 7.24, 7.25 and
7.26 Show the cellular, square and barber pole projections all
present In the sa^e grain at varying tilts. Finally, displayed In
Figures 7.27 and 7.28 Is the conversion of the wagon wheel projection
mto the barber pole projection. These series of equivalences conflr.
that there is in fact only one structure present which possesses
several "eye catching" projections when viewed along certain
crystallographic axes. The problem now remaining is to construct a
model which will 1) possess the high contrast projections most often
observed, and 2) possess those projections in real space such that
they are related by the tilt axes and rotation angles known to result
in the transformations just described.
The small angle x-ray scattering results on the ordered OBS
samples also provide information about lattice symmetry. Because
the ratio of the first two lattice peaks is approximately / 7/2, this
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Figure 7.22 Grain A exhibiting a square projection (SI 18/30/10)
Tilt axis and angle are indicated.
Figure 7.23 Grain A exhibiting a wagon wheel projection (18/30/10)
Tilt axis and angle are indicated.
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Figure 7.24 Grain C exhibiting a cellular projection (SI 18/30/10)
Tilt axis and angle are indicated.
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Figure 7.25 Grain C exhibiting a square projection (SI 18/30/10).
Tilt axis and angle are indicated.
Figure 7.26 Grain C exibiting a barber pole projection (SI 18/30/10)
Tilt axis and angle are indicated.
Figure 7.27 Grain B exhibiting a wagon wheel projection (SI 18/30/10).
Tilt axis and angle are indicated.
Figure 7.28 Grain B exhibiting a barber pole projection
(SI 18/30/10). Tilt axis and angle are indicated
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«e have the co^.ne. e..ence OMT. an. transport measurement:
and
.icroscop. on very thtn sections that show these ordered sa.p,es
to be bicontinuous.
There are several clues which win help guide the construction of
a possible
.odel. It was shown in the introduction to this chapter
by Virtue Of the fact that grains of high contrast are distributed
throughout the t.pical field of view, that the OBS structure is based
on a fairly open lattice possessing higher syn..etr, than parallel
arrays of hexagonally packed cylindrical rods. A reasonable first
guess would be some type of do.ain structure based on a cubic lattice
but there are many structures which can satisfy most of these
restrictions. The structure which seems to do so most elegantly is an
ordered__bicon^^
^OBDS) consisting of an FCC lat-
tice and a tetrahedral ly coordinated array of short polystyrene rods
as the basis. A schematic of this structure is depicted in Figure
7.29 and a perspective drawing of this structure emphasizing the
nature of the 4 coordination number connectivity of the polystyrene
phase is shown in Figure 7.30.
This model is adequate to explain most of the observed phenomena,
but not all. Of the five high contrast projections seen in the micro-
tomed sections, the bicontinuous diamond structure is capable of pro-
ducing the square, wagon wheel, and cellular morphologies. These
correspond quite nicely to the (100), (111) and (110) projections.
Photographs of a stick model showing these projections and the
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Figure 7.29 Construction of bicontinuous dianond structure
from FCC lattice plus a tetrahedron basis.
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Figure 7.30 Schematic of bicontinuous diamond structure emphasizing
the connectivity and coordination number of the sites.
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corresponding micrographs of the projections are given in Figures
7.31, 7.32 and 7.33. The (112) projection of the
.odel is almost
capable of explaining the barber pole but for the problem that the
"stripes" in the real structure are most often staggered by one-half
of the vertical repeat spacing from one "pole" to the next, while
there is no such staggering of stripes apparent in the model (see
Figure 7.34).
Another shortcoming of the model is the precise geometric inter-
relationships between the projections. Refer to grain A in Figure
7.22. On the basis of the bicontinuous diamond model, the tilt axis
illustrated corresponds approximately to a <100>-type axis. Rotation
of a (100) face about a [100] direction will only result in projec-
tions of the type (Okl). For this reason, assignment of the (111)
plane to the wagon wheel projection is inconsistent with the tilting
experiments. In addition tilting from a (100) to a (111) projection
would require a tilt of approximately 55°. not the 30'' tilt actually
recorded
.
Grain C in Figures 7.25 and 7.26 displays a similar problem. The
micrographs suggest that a 10° rotation of the (100) face about a [110]
axis will bring the (112), the barber pole projection, into view.
Geometry dictates, however, that a rotation of at least 35° about the
[110] axis is required. Careful consideration also shows that the
axis of the barber pole should be oriented either perpendicular or
parallel to the [110] axis, whereas the micrographs indicate an orien-
tation approximately halfway between. Thus, although most of the
Jr
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•
^4-
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Figure 7.31 Model of diamond lattice showing (100) projection
and the corresponding projection observed in the
SI 18/30/10 sample.
Model of diamond lattice showing (111) projection
and the corresponding projection observed in the
SI 18/30/10 sample.
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Figure 7.33 Model of diamond lattice showing (110) projection
and the corresponding projection in the SI 18/30/10
sampl e.
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Figure 7.34 Model of diamond lattice showing (112) projection
and the corresponding projection in the SI 18/30/10
sampl e.
features present i„ the micrographs can he explained h, the hicon-
tmuous diamond structure, discrepencies in quantitative details
demand further investigation.
7.4 Summary
In summary, there is a great deal of information on the structure
Of the microphase-separated OBS samples to be garnered from the
micrographs presented in this chapter. The thicker sections, con-
taining the wagon wheel, barber pole, hexagonal, cellular and square
projections provide clues to the nature of the overlap in the system,
and the geometric relations between these projections in the
macrolattice. The thin section projections, on the other hand, allow
observation of the basic building blocks of the lattice.
The correct lattice, which must be bicontinuous and probably has
cubic symmetry, must also explain the varieties of projections
observed and their inter-relationships. An FCC lattice consisting of
a fused assemblage of polyisoprene spheres in a polystyrene matrix
satisfies the first two constraints. It is also partially successful
in accounting for the projections.
The BDS model does a much better job of satisfying the entire set
of projections observed. It is also cubic-based and bicontinuous.
Most importantly micrographs of very thin films indicate the presence
of interconnected polystyrene rods which are tetrahedrally coor-
dinated, the basis unit for the OBDS. Thus, in spite of minor discre-
pencies, it is felt that the BDS best fits the entire collection of
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Observations of these systems. This is the first we,, documented
example of an ordered, bicontinuous structure in block copolymer
morphology.
CHAPTER VIII
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This chapter is divided into two sections. In the first section
the thesis problem is again formulated and a discussion highlighting
the main accomplishments and conclusions of this research is given.
In the second section suggestions are proposed for related experiments
which are intended to help clarify some of the questions as yet unre-
solved, and to deepen the fundamental knowledge of the phase separa-
tion behavior of these complex multi-armed star block copolymer
systems
.
8 . 1 Summary
The goal of this research was an elucidation of the influence of
molecular topology on the development of equilibrium phase separated
morphologies in multi-armed star block copolymer systems. Transport
measurements, dynamic mechanical thermal analysis, small angle x-ray
scattering and electron microscopy were used to directly and
indirectly probe the morphologies.
The samples studied were of constant composition (30 wt%
polystyrene at the free end of the arm). The stars available had
2,4,8,12, or 18 arms, and total arm molecular weights of 23,000,
33,000, and 100,000. Several "specialty" samples possessing different
compositions and architectures were also available.
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8.1.1 Analysis of structure
Tra nsport measurements
Transport measurements on annealed and unannealed SI 4/30/10
samples (cylindrical morphology) and an annealed SI 18/30/10 sample
(OBS morphology) were used to examine connectivity within the sample.
Because the diffusion coefficient of small molecules is up to one
hundred times larger for polyisoprene than for polystyrene, this tech-
nique will be most sensitive to polyisoprene connectivity (i.e. a
bicontinuous morphology should essentially exhibit the diffusion coef-
ficient of polyisoprene containing discrete polystyrene domains). The
4/30/10 sample was used as a "calibration standard". Effective values
of the diffusion coefficient (D^^^) measured for the OBS morphology
could be then compared to D^^^ values in a sample of identical com-
position known to be Pl-continuous with discrete PS domains.
Experimental results indicate that the diffusion coefficients of
the three samples above are identical, within experimental error.
Therefore the OBS morphology, by comparison with the cylindrical
morphology, is seen to be polyi soprene-continuous. This rules out the
possibility of any arrays of discrete PI domains in a PS matrix as the
OBS structure.
SAXS
Results of small angle x-ray scattering experiments clearly indi-
cated structural differences between the cylindrical and OBS samples.
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Two to three lattice peaks were resolved for the cylindnKal samples-
this was sufficient to conflr. that the cylindrical samples were Indeed
cylindrical. Up to four lattice peaks were resolved for the OBS
samples. Calculated SAXS patterns of an approximation to the OBS
based on placing six points in each of the ar.s of a tetrahedron and
placing one tetrahedron on each of the four FCC lattice sites yielded
peak ratios that were in poor agreement to those observed experimen-
tally.
DMTA
Dynamic mechanical thermal analysis was another technique used to
examine phase continuity in these samples. When scanning up in tem-
perature through the polyisoprene glass transition, the cylindrical
samples showed a 100-fold decrease in tensile modulus, while the OBS
samples exhibited only a 10-fold decrease. The result for the
cylindrical morphology is consistent with results in the literature on
PS-discrete samples of similar composition. The much smaller drop in
storage modulus for the OBS samples provides compelling evidence for
polystyrene continuity in this structure.
Electron microscopy
Electron microscopy was performed both on thin ^^A) sections
prepared using the osmium tetroxide prehardening technique, and on
thick (-lOOOA) samples sectioned using conventional cryomicrotomy
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techniques.
The thin sections provided direct visua, evidence of bicontin.ity
'n the OBS structure. No discrete polystyrene drains were seen in
the OBS. Rather, highly interconnected and branched serpentine PS
structures in a polyisoprene matrix were seen. The angle between
branches in the PS substructure was ~I20=, strongly suggesting tetra-
hedral coordination of the PS rods {120" is the tetrahedral angle pro-
jected to two dimensions when looking down the axis of one of the four
rods )
.
Electron microscopy on thick sections revealed the typical longi-
tudinal and axial views of hexagonally packed rods for the cylindrical
samples. Only two distinctly different projections were seen in the
cylindrical samples. This is in marked distinction to the results on
the OBS samples, where (at least) five high contrast views were
observed. Controlled tilting experiments showed that these views
corresponded to different projections of a single microphase separated
structure, rather than polymorphism within the sample.
Based on a synthesis of the above results a model of tetra-
hedrally coordinated rods of polystyrene placed on the sites of an FCC
lattice was proposed: the bicontinuous diamond structure. This
structure satisfies the bulk of the experimental observations.
However, it must be stated that certain fairly subtle aspects of the
model and the data (e.g. precise tilt angles, axes between
projections) are in detailed disagreement.
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This finding of the bicontinuous diamond structure is the first
example, aside from the trivial case of lamellae, of an ordered bicon-
iinuous s^njcl^ in block copolymer morphology.
8.1.2 Effect of molecular architecture
It was shown that the transition from the cylindrical morphology
to the OBS morphology is dependent on both arm number and molecular
weight. As the number of arms increases or the molecular weight of
the arm increases. OBS morphologies are thermodynamical ly preferred.
An increase in the weight fraction of polystyrene to 40% results in
the formation of lamellae. Also, the reversal of the positions of the
blocks in the arm results in cylindrical morphologies (i.e. SI
18/30/10 forms OBS but IS 18/30/10 forms cylindrical domains of PS).
Clearly, these striking morphological effects are due to the con-
formational limitations imposed at the core of the star. It can be
argued that overcrowding of chains at the core results in preferen-
tially radial initial molecular trajectories. Thus, although all
stars contain 27 volume percent polystyrene and would form cylinders
were it not for the presence of the core of the star molecule, they
will tend to prefer a morphology such that the polystyrene end block
is deposited in a polystyrene domain in a more three-dimensional ly
symmetric nature. This is allowed by the bicontinuous diamond
structure.
The effect of molecular weight is at present not understood.
Extending the "overcrowding" argument, one would expect the core of the
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star to have less influence on the position of the junction point as
the fraction of material in the constrained core decreases (as ar.
molecular weight increases). This should enable the A-B interaction/
junction placement/density maintainance arguments of diblocks and
triblocks to rule the structure, forming cylinders. However the oppo
site effect of arm molecular weight is found. More work is obviously
required in this area.
8.2 Possible Extensions of This Work
8.2.1 Analysis of structure
Additional work to finalize the details of the OBS structure is
needed. Because of the regularity of the structure. Fourier 3-D
reconstruction techniques (such as those described in Chapter VII)
should prove worthwhile. Fortunately, a program of this type [147]
is now available for use at the University of Massachusetts.
The problem can also be approached from the opposite angle, i.e.
choose a model structure and calculate its various 2-D images. This
procedure is also possible at the University through the use of the
Arizona State University Multislice Program. Given the atomic
(domain) coordinates in the unit cell, the program will calculate the
Fourier coefficients of the structure, synthesize a diffraction pat-
tern of the desired orientation, apply aberrations appropriate to an
electron microscope, and Fourier transform again to produce a two-
dimensional projection of the lattice image. The projections can then
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be compared to the calculated images.
8.2.2 Effect of molecular architecture
This sub-section could be entitled "Why do stars do what they
do?" Suggestions were previously made concerning the possible effects
of overcrowding at the core of the star. Several experiments to help
better understand the transition from cylindrical to ORS morphology
are possible.
Firstly, the acquisition of more data points in the vicinity of
the transition could provide more clues. For instance, the com-
position could be varied slightly from 30% PS (e.g. 18/33/10 or
18/27/10 stars). Synthesis of molecules with higher or lower molecu-
lar weight could be performed, for instance an 18-armed star with
total arm molecular weight of only 16,000 or a 4-armed star with
300,000 MW arms. Arm numbers could also be varied in the vicinity of
the cylinder to OBS transition, for example 6/30/10 and 14/30/7
materials. The precise locations of where the transitions occur could
allow a better understanding (or prediction?!) of the behavior at the
mol ecul ar level
.
The other method of attack is to look at the configurations of
the molecules themselves; this immediately suggests neutron scattering
experiments on deuterated stars. To accurately measure radii of
gyration, a very dilute solution of deuterated blocks in the system is
desired. A low concentration of deuterated star molecules, with one
deuterated arm per star is necessary in order to avoid interference
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effects fro. the
.icrophase separated syste.. Synthesizing living
block precursor arms with either deuterated polyisoprene or poly-
styrene is possible. Arms with de.terated polyisoprene blocks would
prove useful to examine molecular conformations at the core of the SI
Stars,
8.2.3 Others
The transport properties of blends and block copolymers is
another important problem in polymer science (e.g. diffusion of
0^ through plastics used in wrapping food). The ordered, bi-
continuous morphologies exhibited by the star block copolymers make
possible the study of the transport properties of a well defined
system. Effects of arm number, MW, reversal of blocks, casting
solvent, star block copolymer/homopolymer blends, etc. can be studied.
This would be particularly interesting near the vicinity of a cylinder
to OBS transition, as the connectivity of one of the phases is lost.
Better dynamic mechanical testing of these samples would also be
desirable. Specifically, reliable data through the polystyrene glass
transition temperature would be useful in investigating the phase
mixing behavior of the 7,000 MW samples.
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APPENDIX A
SMALL ANGLE X-RAY SCATTERING CURVES
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Fig. A. 5 Snail angle x-ray scattering curve of annealed sample
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APPENDIX B
DYNAMIC MECHANICAL THERMAL ANALYSIS CURVES
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APPENDIX C
DESCRIPTION AND USE OF UMASS KRATKY SMALL ANGLE X-RAY CAMARA
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my
I. Apparatus
For a thorough description of the apparatus used, the reader is
referred to the thesis of M. Wai [148]. The apparatus used in
experiments was in every way identical to that used by Wai. excluding
the detector system. For my experiments a Braun one-dimensional posi-
tion sensitive detector was used. A detailed discussion of the
operating principles of this type of detector is given by E. Kaler
[149]. The Braun detector was operated at 3.8 kV and 12 bar pressure
PIO (90% Argon. 10% Methane) gas to yield a spatial resolution of
better than 50ym. or an angular resolution of better than 0.2 mrad for
the sample to detector distance {53cm) and entrance slit (AOym) used.
II. Alignment
The goal of the Kratky alignment procedure is to obtain an
intense, symmetrical beam of x-rays. The rail on which the collima-
tion block sits has two degrees of horizontal freedom (H^ and H^) and
two degrees of vertical freedom (V^ and V^). The motions closest to
and farthest from the x-ray source are referred to by the subscripts
1 and 2 respectively. The fifth degree of freedom is the tilt of the
collimater block (TC). The first step in any alignment is a thorough
familiarization of oneself with the dangers of x-rays and the cautions
necessary to prevent exposure to them. The user must make this his
responsibility! A Geiger counter should be used frequently to monitor
radiation in many locations during the alignment procedure.
The alignment proper begins with a rough alignment. This is done
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by operating the x-ray tube at a voltage sufficient to excite the
characteristic radiation of the target, and at a power level which
enables one to discern the x-ray beam on a fluorescent screen in a
dark room (40 KV, 20 mAmp). Let the reader beware that this procedure
is the one which I found to yield excellent results with the least
effort; further experimentation with this procedure is encouraged!
The goal of the rough alignment is to find preliminary settings of H
.
V^, V^, and TC. With the room lights off, fluorescent screen on
the rail (and far from the source), x-ray tube on, and shutter open,
and V2 are adjusted alternately to yield the maximum intensity on
the screen. and are then varied iteratively until the beam
intensity is symmetric about the rail at both ends of the rail. To
adjust TC the screen 1s moved close to the source end of the rail and
the appearance of the beam is observed while one scans through the
beam with V^. Any lateral shifting of the beam indicates that an
adjustment of TC is required. TC is varied until the beam no longer
shifts as is moved; the beam should "blink" on and off.
The next step is to attain the final settings of H^, H^, V^, V^,
and TC. For higher precision the fluorescent screen is removed and
the beam intensity is monitored by a proportional counter mounted to
the rail via a base which allows horizontal translation of the detec-
tor by ^ 50mm. Full tube power may be used, with the proper atte-
nuation (i.e. use enough Al block for <2000 cps). As before, the beam
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intensity is first maximized by adjusting and successively. The
next step is the rather tedious horizontal centering of the beam using
and H^. The detector is placed on the rail far from the source and
the horizontal beam profile is obtained by manually stepping the
detector across the beam. The desirable characteristics of the final
beam, which has trapezoidal intensity profile, is a uniform, non-
sloping, centered plateau region with symmetric wings. Combinations
of and will affect these characteristics (H^ mainly for wing
slopes and mainly for centering). If the perfect profile is dif-
ficult to obtain, it has been my experience that a centered, uniform
plateau is of much greater importance than symmetric wings. As a
final check of TC. the point detector is moved to the source end of
the rail, and vertical scans (using V^) are performed at * 10mm to the
center of the rail. If TC is correct, there will be an exact
correspondence of beam intensity with vertical position on both sides
of the rai 1
.
With all five parameters established, the flight path can be
mounted on the rail. Because of its mass. and should be checked
again. This is done by allowing the attenuated main beam to fall
directly on the IDPSD wire. Again, the counts are maximized by
adjusting V^and V^. The final step in the alignment is positioning of
th main beam stop, essential due to the rather delicate nature of the
Braun IDPSD. For this step, the profile of the parasitic scattering
is monitored by the Braun electronics while the beam stop is moved
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further Into the be... Attenuators are removed sequentially as .ore
of the beam is blocked. The final position of the bea. stop Is dic-
tated by the minimur, 2e requirements of the user and the tolerable
peak parasitic count rates. Scattering fro,n duck tendon (which has a
first order peak of 640A. plus at least 10 observable higher orders)
was used to check the alignment as well as calibrate the angular
spacing along the wire.
III. Data Analysis
The scattering which one collects from the sample, the "raw"
data, should be corrected for certain effects due to the experimental
apparatus. Of the many possibilities, (see, e.g. Clatter and Kratky
[150]) the most important effects, and the ones I corrected for, are
wire sensitivity, parasitic scattering, and slit length smearing.
These will be discussed in turn.
The IDPSD wire is electronically divided into many channels.
Because of local variations in wire conductivity due to contamination,
degradation, etc.. the wire does not respond with equal sensitivity to
ionization events in the detector chamber. To counteract this non-
uniform detector response, the wire is bathed uniformly with
radiation, in our case by a radioactive iron source, and the resulting
data set is collected (typically 10,000 counts/channel). Both the
sample data set and parasitic data set are multiplied by the inverse
of the wire sensitivity data set to correct for non-uniform wire sen-
sitivity.
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Parasitic scattering is the result of x-rays scattering from the
various edges in the collimation system. The result is a non-uniform
background being added to the scattering from the sample itself. To
correct for this effect, the parasitic scattering data set (collected
without a sample in the beam) is multiplied by the transmission coef-
ficient of the sample and subtracted from the sample data set.
Because the main beam is extended in the horizontal direction, it
results in a "smearing" of the data, the translation and superposition
of the scattered intensity impinging on the wire. The mathematical
deconvolution required to extract the unsmeared data is necessarily
complex. Correction for wire sensitivity and parasitic scattering
were performed on the Polymer Science PDP 11/34 computer using a
modified version of a program written by Kaler [149], while the
desmearing was done using the Vonk FFSAXS Version 3 program on the
University of Massachusetts CYBER. For details see Vonk [151].
Examples of duck tendon, sensitivity, parasitic, raw, corrected, and
desmeared scattering curves are presented in Figures C.1-C.6,
respectively.
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Fig. C.l An example of a raw djck tendon scattering curve
Fig. C.2 An exarriple of a sensitivity scan
Fig, C.3 An example of a parasitic scattering curve
Fig. C.4 An example of the raw SI 18/30/10 sanple scattering curve
Fig. C.5 An example of the SI 18/30/10 sample scattering curve
corrected for wire sensitivity end parasitic scattpring
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Fig. C.6 An example of the SI 18/30/10 sample scattering curve
corrected for wire sensitivity, parasitic scattering, and
slit length smearing.


